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ABSTRACT

Context. Software product planning involves product lifecycle management, roadmapping, release planning and requirements engineering. Requirements are collected and used together with criteria to define short-term plans, release plans and long-term plans, roadmaps. The different stages of the product lifecycle determine whether a product is mainly evolved, extended, or simply maintained. When eliciting requirements and identifying criteria for software product planning, the product manager is confronted with statements about customer interests that do not correspond to their needs. Analytics summarize, filter, and transform measurements to obtain insights about what happened, how it happened, and why it happened. Analytics have been used for improving usability of software solutions, monitoring reliability of networks and for performance engineering. However, the concept of using analytics to determine the evolution of a software solution is unexplored. In a context where a misunderstanding of users’ need can easily lead the effective product design to failure, the support of analytics for software product planning can contribute to fostering the realization of which features of the product are useful for the users or customers.

Objective. In observation of a lack of primary studies, the first step is to apply analytics of software product planning concept in the evolution of software solutions by having an understanding of the product usage measurement. For this reason, this research aims to understand relevant analytics of users’ interaction with SaaS applications. In addition, to identify an effective way to collect right analytics and measure feature usage with respect to page-based analytics and feature-based analytics to provide decision-support for software product planning.

Methods. This research combines a literature review of the state-of-the-art to understand the research gap, related works and to find out relevant analytics for software product planning. A market research is conducted to compare the features of different analytics tools to identify an effective way to collect relevant analytics. Hence, a prototype analytics tool is developed to explore the way of measuring feature usage of a SaaS website to provide decision-support for software product planning. Finally, a software simulation is performed to understand the impact of page clutter, erroneous page presentation and feature spread with respect to page-based analytics and feature-based analytics.

Results. The literature review reveals the studies which describe the related work on relevant categories of software analytics that are important for measuring software usage. A software-supported approach, developed from the feature comparison results of different analytics tools, ensures an effective way of collecting analytics for product planners. Moreover, the study results can be used to understand the impact of page clutter, erroneous page representation and feature spread with respect to page-based analytics and feature-based analytics. The study reveals that the page clutter, erroneous page presentation and feature spread exaggerate feature usage measurement with the page-based analytics, but not with the feature-based analytics.

Conclusions. The research provided a wide set of evidence fostering the understanding of relevant analytics for software product planning. The results revealed the way of measuring the feature usage to SaaS product managers. Furthermore, feature usage measurement of SaaS websites can be recognized, which helps product managers to understand the impact of page clutter, erroneous page presentation and feature spread between page-based and feature-based analytics. Further case study can be performed to evaluate the solution proposals by tailoring the company needs.

Keywords: Software product planning, SaaS, Analytics, Feature usage, Page-based analytics, Feature-based analytics.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Practical Problem

Software product planning involves product lifecycle management, roadmapping, release planning, and product requirements engineering [1].

Software product management encompasses strategic decision-making for the evolution of software products that are offered to produce a large value of customers and users. Requirements are collected and used together with criteria to define short-term plans, release plans, and long-term plans, roadmaps. Maintenance lifecycle is an important process of product development, where a product is evolved based on the changes of customer need [2]. The different stages of the product lifecycle determine whether a product is mainly evolved, extended, or simply maintained. User-driven design is needed to perceive different aspects of users’ behaviors and refine user analytics in order to perform more effective product design [3].

When eliciting requirements and identifying criteria for software product planning, the product manager is confronted with statements about customer interests that do not correspond to their needs [4]. Requirements are elicited from stakeholders that act as intermediaries to the customers, hence further bias information with their own concerns [5]. Requirements further can be elicited through traditional ways of conducting survey, workshop or interview within individuals, groups or organizations, hence risk being anecdotal, rather than representing the whole market.

Analytics summarize, filter, and transform measurements to obtain insights about what happened, how it happened, and why it happened [6]. The analytics-based insights ground software product planning on real data about product usage. This would allow the product manager to create prototypes for testing new features, for example with A/B testing [7]. Moreover, current products could be monitored to react to changes in the market place. To enhance the ability of eliciting user preference and identify the new service opportunities, a process, user-centric service map, is developed based on user-centric and technology-centric information [8]. While several characteristics and properties e.g. link traffic, user click, page rank, individual entropy and session size statistics are utilized to anticipate analytics of user interaction [9]. Moreover, some web based tools e.g. Google analytics, Piwik, Yahoo! Web Analytics, Crazy Egg are developed to monitor user surfing behavior of products.

Analytics have been used for improving usability of software solutions [6], for monitoring the reliability of networks, servers, and software-based services, and for performance engineering [10], and for analyzing web-based marketing campaigns [11]. These uses of analytics give information about specific quality features or for steering publicity for a software solution. However, how to use analytics for software product planning is unrevealed.
Traditional ways of collecting market-driven requirements (e.g., survey, workshop or interview within individuals, groups or organizations, competitor analysis) for product evolution fail to measure product usage and hence utilize the measurement of product usage for product planning. Product planning based on representative data that accurately reflects user interaction and interests, is important for a company to make their products successful. It would allow experimenting with prototypes for product innovation. It would also allow continuous evaluation of feature usage to support decision-making for enhancing or removing the features. If we are unable to support product planning with analytics, product managers obtain anecdotal data that is likely to be invalid, instead of the user representative inputs and cannot recognize which features of the product are useful for the customer.

This study focuses on finding out the usage information of features and key indicators to enable decision support for software product planning. So, the study would perform search on existing analytics tools whether that are enough to measure feature usage and support software product planning. If existing tools are not enough then propose a feature measurement concept and implement a prototype analytics tool. The prototype analytics tool can be applicable to measure feature usage and support product managers for product planning.

The structure of the current master thesis is divided into six chapters as represented in Figure 1. The thesis starts with an Introduction, i.e., “Problem”, “Background and Related Work” and “Overall Research Methodology” chapters respectively. Chapter 4 describes Research Question 1 i.e., the method of an effective way to collect analytics for decision support regarding the addition, extension or removal of features. Research Question 2, a software simulation is presented in chapter 5, which focuses on feature usage measurement and the impacts of page clutter, feature spread and erroneous page presentation in terms of page-based analytics and feature-based analytics. Chapter 6 discusses future work, summary and conclusions.
2 Background and Related Work

2.1 Software Product Planning

Product management is the management process to managed product features, requirements, releases with the assistance of internal and external stakeholders to align product business [1] [12]. I. Van de Weerd et al [12] provided a product management reference model (Figure2) which contains four parts: product portfolio management, product roadmapping, release planning and requirements management. The study [1] depicts product planning as a part of product life cycle management, product roadmapping, release planning and product requirement engineering. Product life cycle management is the planning of product life cycle which changes with market demand. Roadmapping makes the long term plan from product strategy to visualize the needs of the change of product features, resources and technology. Release planning is the process to plan which requirements bundles or features should release and when features should release. Product requirements engineering is the process to identify and select requirements from stakeholders to develop the software.
The Vander Weerd’s product management framework is presented in 2006. It is the most relevant SPM framework for the current study [1]. This framework clearly differentiates four main product management processes i.e., product roadmapping, portfolio management, release planning and requirements management [12]. These frameworks also depict relationship with stakeholders, customers and other influences. The importance of internal stakeholders, external stakeholders, customers and markets to build proper product managements is shown in the Vander Weerd’s product management framework. Haines, S defined the scope of the product management [1]. However, Vander Weerd’s product management framework overviews product management practices using empirical study to develop processes [1].

Day by day product is becoming software-based than human-based. Different sectors such as banking, telecommunication, automobile industry, scientific research, commerce are relying on software system then direct human involvement. Again software product is spreading on broader area. Different customers or users from different geographical areas are using the same product. Continuous product evolution is necessary to compete with the global market demand and changes of customer preference [13]. Any product or software should adjust changes with the situation to fulfill the customers’ demand progressively [14].

Product management discipline in software engineering is important for product success. With a good product management plan, product can be more successful. On the
other hand a bad product management plan can make the product worse [15]. Product planning is a collection of four parts: product lifecycle management, product roadmapping, release planning and requirements management [1]. The product manager is responsible for all of the four parts directly or indirectly. He/she is the “mini CEO” of the company [15] who is mainly planned product strategy and product planning. The product manager needs to plan when product should be developed, which part should be developed and how it should be developed and when it should be launched and updated to market or to customers [1].

The product manager manages product development from the beginning of execution to bring the business value to the product [15]. He/she plans long term product development, product roadmap and release. Then evaluate roadmap and release continuously with the current and previous business perspective of customer preferences.

To plan the long term product development strategy and software product planning, product managers involve with different stakeholders both internal and external stakeholders. Those internal and external stakeholders are the customers, marketing persons, sales persons, support persons, developers, managers, company strategy and decision-makers [12]. Product managers involve with different types of stakeholders to mitigate risk and uncertainty of planning roadmap and release of products and to prioritize the release of features. Different stakeholders have different views, needs, motto and different styles of explanations. So this is very difficult for product managers to interpret all of these stakeholders’ opinions and make the proper product plan to meet the business goal. Misinterpretation of stakeholder preferences makes roadmap and release planning unsuccessful. Requirements are elicited from stakeholders that act as intermediaries to the customers who are not actual user or that requirements are not actual usage scenario of users, hence further bias information and misinformation emerge [5].

Product success depends on the customers’ usage. So, if customers’ or users’ truly involved in decision-making that can facilitate software product planning such as roadmapping, release planning. Hence, the selection of requirements and features of a product can be more realistic. There are many studies focus on different areas like release planning, requirements selection, business value, requirements prioritization, product risk elimination, product roadmapping [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32]. The paper [17] depicts that stakeholders and market is one of the main decision making criteria for requirement selection and release planning. In paper [18], G. Muller describes what is roadmap, why is it important and how is it can be created. Authors also explain that stakeholders are main decision maker for roadmap making. In the paper [19], authors R. Phaal, et al. depicts the first start technology roadmapping linking to business or product requirements. In another paper [20], R. Phaal, et al mentions market pull is one of the criteria to built first start technology roadmapping for future and vision. Technology roadmapping processes with people, markets trends, and users’ preferences can facilities to improve product, features. In addition historical data, future user usage data, market analysis report can be facilitating to make roadmap more appropriate [19]. The article [21] focus selection, prioritization and evaluation of requirements using trade-off analysis methods with four fold processes. The main goal is
to find out the most appropriate requirements using stakeholders’ opinion. In paper [22], requirements prioritization has been done by measuring the value of user or customer preferences and cost. The paper [24] presents an analytic model to select the appropriate requirements and bundle them to release planning. It also discussed the limitation of the analytic method to make decision making of requirement selection. The authors argue that real-time and real usage requirements can evaluate the selection decision correctness. In the study [25], customers’ involvements and preferences are described as the main decision making factor in a realistic release planning. The paper [27] proposes EVOLVE+ method to solve the software release problem. Human involvement is required to solve the right problem [27]. This paper [28] describes incremental planning and development of features for business driven product planning. According to the research article [29], re-organization of customers or stakeholders and identify their needs continuously is important to update release planning. So the usage behavior of the product features can be used to facilitate software product planning. The paper [30] explores the software release planning challenges in software development and one of the major category of challenges is human oriented where human involvements as for example stakeholders, customers, users have significant importance for release planning, prioritization. According to the paper [31], customer based success measurements is one of the criteria for product success measurement. Though there is no silver bullet measurement indicator which can be utilized to measure product usage and product success. But some information can be used for measuring product success with respect to customers, such as customers’ satisfaction on product, number of unique customers, number of returning customers and number of new customers [31]. Most of the research studies mention about the user or customer preferences as one of the important factors. Though most of the research papers are related to release planning, requirements selection and requirements prioritization, they can also be used for product planning steps like roadmapping, product life cycle management.

In the study “Release Planning with Feature Trees: Industrial Case” [16], the feature tree concept is used to facilitate release planning. With this concept release planning can be performed in more tactical level than operational level. The author brings out related requirements considering dependency to make features and implement that together in a release. Using this concept feature tree is built where feature hierarchy is maintained. So it can be facilitated stakeholders and product managers to decide which features should be released in which release version. The study also emphasizes on customers or stakeholder’s preferences’ that is indicated as an important factor.

Now application or product development has changed such as cloud based, service oriented and application based product development are gaining popularity day by day. This entire product has not only had fixed customers but also lots of anonymous customers. So only depending on stakeholder opinions can invoke risks for the product evolution success and progress [1]. Again when there are lots of stakeholders, then it is not possible to get and consider all the stakeholders’ opinion. Market driven product development depends on anonymous customers or users preferences and needs; and changes of demands or needs are dynamic and uncertain. So, continuous evaluation and monitoring of the status of features or product usage are important. Only limited
stakeholders’ involvement cannot be enough to cope up with the changes of users’ true needs. So, the real product usage information can be collected continuously to mitigate risks and also to use it for decision support to enhance product features [32]. It also can be used to persistently improve or upgrade roadmapping and release planning.

Historical data and real usage data of feature usage can be useful for software product planning. Collecting historical and real usage data of features of product usage in the form of analytics, can be used as indicators or sub indicators to facilitate inputs to software product planning by exploring about how the product is used, which features are more attractive, which feature are less attractive, how features improve the impact on usage, how the customers are satisfied, what customers want, which problems customers are often faced etc. To connect feature usage measurement with analytics can facilitate the assessment of individual feature’s quality, importance, limitation and values. It is possible by summarizing, filtering, transforming and evaluating analytics with respect to the features of online products. Customers’ perspectives can be used as the key feature usage measurement factor for software product planning.

To collect user preferences and feature usage information of products, it requires a mechanism or tool by which this information can be collected during the real application usage. Moreover, the tools should support the runtime mapping of features and elements that can be easily interpreted the feature usage information for software product planning.

2.2 Analytics

Analytics is the significant pattern of data that is useful to take action or to take decisions for enhancing business value. Analytics uses analysis data to gain the insights to facilitate decision making. Analytics can be used for analysis of customer preferences, competitors, processes and operations [33].

Web analytics is one kind of analytics which can be used for analysis of web application success. Web Analytics Association [34] has recently proposed a standard definition for web analytics: “Web analytics is the objective tracking, collection, measurement, reporting, and analysis of quantitative Internet data to optimize websites and web marketing initiatives” [34]. It can be said that web analytics is a meaningful pattern of quantitative data which can be used for finding answers what and why a product or application is successful or not.

The literature review results [Appendix A] discover the current relationship between software product planning and analytics. The results also discover the importance of analytics and the categories of analytics. Moreover, it reveals which kinds of analytics are more relevant for SaaS based product.

Different literatures and books cover web analytics and discussed about what is web analytics, how web analytics can be collected, why web analytics should be collected and what are the challenges to collect and implement web analytics for application success [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46]. Though most of the literature
and books emphasize general website success measurement but most of the analytics can be used for applications such as SaaS based or app.

Web analytics is the analysis of various data captured from users’ interaction with websites or web applications to get insight of users or customers’ online experience of that application. The data can be collected from different sources and different perspectives such as usability studies, web server performance, availability and reliability of websites. Web analytics demystified book describes and explains how web analytics can be used to evaluate website's success. In the other view, how web analytics facilitate to bring business value to the product owner [35].

Web analytics provide the real-time product usage information about customers’ preferences, their real-time experience about the product, what problem they are facing, why they are facing problem, why some features are popular, why some features are not popular, why customers are not returning to websites, which parts of the product have performance issues, which parts of the product have usability issues [35] [36] [37].

There are different web analytics solutions available in markets such as Google analytics, Piwik, Yahoo! web analytics. Some research papers focus on applied experience of using web analytics tools. The books [38] demonstrate how Google analytics with web metrics can be used to optimize a web site. In the study [41] author describes the impact of Google analytics in the library website. The performance of a website is compared with respect to customer interactions before the use of web analytics tool and after the use of web analytics tool. The result shows that web analytics tools can improve the websites in a number of ways such as to make websites more usable and user-friendly for customers [41]. This book [42] describes and explains performance indicator of web site or web application, the criteria of key performance indicator. The author describes that which can be key performance indicators, which cannot consider key performance indicators, why these are important for improvement of applications. The research paper “Using Google Analytics to Evaluate the Usability of E-commerce Site” shows that web analytics such as Google analytics can be used to evaluate the usability of e-commerce sites [44].

In research paper “Improving Web Site Performance Using Commercially Available Analytical Tools”, the author depicts that web analytics tools can be used to monitor and collect websites usage data to enhance the content and functionality of websites [45].

According to different web analytics books [39] [37] [36] [42] [43] and research papers [39] [41] [45] [58], it is clear that analytics can be used as the real insights of customers’ online experiences, preferences in different parts of the product. Customer preferences are the main factor of the product success and failure. Software product planning is the planning to provide the product to customer in right time with right features, which is more important to customers. So the real application usage information in a form of analytics can facilitate product managers to get insights of their product status and hence, upgrade the product planning as per customers demand.
SaaS or Software as a Service is the new trend of application development that is emerging day by day [47]. SaaS based applications are eliminating the needs for desktop applications. Customers’ IT infrastructure is replaced by hosted SaaS provider [47, 48]. SaaS based applications can be used in different regions of customers without installing them in physical devices, components in every place. The customers or users can use SaaS based application as economical scale such as on demand feature or service request. It is not obligatory to buy the whole product rather than only buy services or features subscription [49]. SaaS based applications can be hosted on a cloud platform. So, they are more scalable and efficient in resource managements [48]. Moreover, up-gradation and monitoring is continuous and flexible since SaaS applications are service or feature based. There is no need to replace or upgrade the whole product that is not similar with packaged software. The difference between normal websites and SaaS based websites is that SaaS are more service oriented and more attractive to business users than their consumers. The customer uses the service or renews service as per performance of the service or features. So, productivity, reliability, usability are more important than normal websites [37]. So, the monitoring of the SaaS based applications is different than normal websites.

The SaaS based application model is based on service or feature subscription. Customers can subscribe to different services or features as per demand. The product has solved the physical installation problem and the installation is centralized which facilitates monitoring, up-gradation and evaluation of features and services in a more dynamic and flexible way. Analytics can be used for SaaS based application to monitor real usage [50] and this result can be useful for software product planning decision. Upgrading and changing roadmapping, release planning and product Lifecycle management are more feasible because of the possibility of large scale monitoring of individual services and features of customer preferences and experience. So, SaaS based applications have more applicability for software product planning.

There are different taxonomies of analytics that are required to collect for measuring the product usage experiences in customer perspective. Different researchers describe the category of analytics with different indicators that can be used for measuring product usage scenarios. According to the analysis of those research studies, it can be said that analytics mainly collected in three categories: usability, performance, and reliability/availability [35][36][37][42][43]. For SaaS based applications, usability, performance and availability are the most important indicators for measuring success of the application features or services. For example, analytics can measure the user productivity, usability, availability/reliability and performance of the features or services [37]. Since, the success of SaaS based applications depends on the success of services or features, customer subscriptions i.e., maintenance of high quality services or features are highly important. That’s why continuous monitoring of features or services is also important to evaluate the usage of features and services. As the SaaS application mainly provides feature-based releases, so mapping it with software product planning is more feasible.
To map the software product planning features or services in events or elements level and monitoring real-time usage of features and services to find out customer preferences and experience, an automated process is required. Automated tools can facilitate the decision making for software product planning continuously. From the results of the literature review [Appendix A] and market research on existing analytics tools, it has been concluded that there are no analytic solutions in existence that can be used to enable decision-support for software product planning. So, the challenges and risks of collecting analytics that are relevant for software product planning have not been revealed yet.

3 Overall Research Methodology

3.1 Aim and Objectives

The aim of the research is to enable software analytics and user interaction for software product planning.

- Determine the kind of analytics relevant for supporting product planning and identify an effective way to collect analytics for software product planning.
- Compare page cluttering, feature spread and erroneous page representation between feature-based analytics and page-based analytics.
- Implement and validate the software product planning concept with a prototype analytics tool.

For the thesis, the study assumes that product planning concerns about the addition, enhancement, and removal of features. This simplifies the software product planning problem, hence allows focusing on the research.

The study could achieve the same objective as ours by performing an empirical study on software product planning with the support of roadmapping, release planning and portfolio management. We are interested in collecting user representative data rather than collecting empirical evidence. So, we choose analytics to collect usage data for software product planning instead of roadmapping, release planning and portfolio management.

3.2 Expected Outcomes

The results of the study improve the inputs of software product planning by enabling analytics of user behavior for the adjustment of product features. More specifically, the study provides the following outcomes:

- Overview of current knowledge of software analytics and identification of indicators and sub-indicators that support software product planning. Indicators help product planners to make decision in product planning.
- A software-supported approach to collect analytics for software product planning. The approach includes the setup and usage of analytics. It ensures the effective way of collecting analytics for product planners.
- An open source prototype tool to collect analytics about product usage and derive indicators for software product planning. It helps product managers to recognize user representative inputs. It also helps product managers to compare the impact
of page clutter, feature spread and erroneous page presentation between page-based analytics and feature-based analytics.

3.3 Research Questions

To understand the relevant software analytics to provide decision-support for software product planning and identify an effective way to collect right analytics, the following research questions were posed:

**RQ1**: What is an effective way to collect analytics for software product planning?

**RQ2**: How do feature-based analytics compare with page-based analytics?

**RQ2.1**: What is the effect of page clutter on page-based analytics and feature-based analytics?

**RQ2.2**: What is the effect of feature spread on page-based analytics and feature-based analytics?

**RQ2.3**: What is the effect of erroneous page representation on page-based analytics and feature-based analytics?

Analytics summarize, filter, and transform measurements to obtain insights about what happened, how it happened, and why it happened [6].

A product manager wants to know which feature should be included during planning the next release [6]. Therefore, analytics filtering is necessary to identify the relevant features with respect to indicators and sub-indicators for software product planning. Analytics summarization discovers the insights as well as the statistics of a particular feature or the whole product. Analytics transformation helps to take pro-active decisions based on how artifacts are changing with respect to summarize statistics.

A feature \( f \) is a set of related requirements \( R \), specifications \( S \) and domain assumptions \( W \) i.e., a triplet, \( f = (R, S, W) \) [51]. We indicate the domain as the SaaS website and requirements as the GUI elements or events of SaaS websites and specifications as the specifications of requirements.

An effective way [RQ1] to collect analytics means the ability to find out analytics that are relevant, feasible and have high impact on making decisions about addition, extension, and removal of features.

The web page refers to the study as a medium of representation software-as-a-service (SaaS). SaaS applications that have direct interaction with end users are considered for the study (e.g. SaaS websites) rather than SaaS service providers like Amazon. The indicators would be defined and applied for SaaS websites and also that would be visible to product managers. Web page cluttering [RQ2.1] refers to the situation where many features are present on a web page. Feature spread [RQ2.2] refers to the situation where one feature can be visible on multiple web pages i.e., one feature can be mapped to multiple elements of different web pages. Erroneous page representation [RQ2.3] refers which particular features are erroneous on a web page.
Table 1 presents the mapping between research questions and their aims of the current study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Question</th>
<th>Objective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>RQ1</strong>: What is an effective way to collect analytics for software product planning?</td>
<td>To identify the effective way of collecting analytics for software product planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RQ2</strong>: How do feature-based analytics compare with page-based analytics?</td>
<td>To validate the concept of software product planning by comparing page-based analytics and feature-based analytics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RQ2.1</strong>: What is the effect of page clutter on page-based analytics and feature-based analytics?</td>
<td>To compare page clutter between page-based analytics and feature-based analytics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RQ2.2</strong>: What is the effect of feature spread on page-based analytics and feature-based analytics?</td>
<td>To compare feature spread between page-based analytics and feature-based analytics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RQ2.3</strong>: What is the effect of erroneous page representation on page-based analytics and feature-based analytics?</td>
<td>To compare erroneous page representation between page-based analytics and feature-based analytics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4 Research Processes

The study was conducted through three different research approaches: literature review [52], market research & software development and software simulation [52] [53]; to answer the research questions. Literature review reveals the research gap and related studies on web analytics and software product planning. It prepares the ground for the empirical research method for all the stages. In Table 2, we summarize the research methodologies that considered in the current study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Design</th>
<th>Literature review</th>
<th>Market Research</th>
<th>Software Simulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Research objective</td>
<td>Exploratory &amp; Improving</td>
<td>Exploratory</td>
<td>Software Simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Data</td>
<td>Qualitative</td>
<td>Qualitative</td>
<td>Qualitative &amp; Quantitative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Environment</td>
<td>Literature</td>
<td>Google Search Engine</td>
<td>Between a SaaS website &amp; a Prototype analytics tool</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RQ1 is related to objective 1 & 3 and RQ2 and its sub-parts are related to objective 2.

The steps presented in Figure 3 are followed in the study. The research starts with the literature review to understand related works on SaaS based software analytics and
different ways to measure software usage. The literature review will be a basis to identify related works on software analytics and define relevant indicators for software product planning. Interview with industrial experienced representative would be useful to facilitate finding relevant analytics and indicators for software product planning. But at this stage the concept is new, unexplored and not practiced by practitioners in industry. So, taking interview of industry representative is dismissed.

By performing the market research using Google search engine, different web analytics tools are compared based on the proposed method and the effective way of collecting analytics is identified (RQ1 was answered). The aim of the study is to implement analytics that are relevant for software product planning. Key customer opinion analysis or survey was not considered as research methodology because the study is aiming to know how far the known analytics can support software product planning. There are a lot of web analytics tools available to measure user interactions, but there is no software analytics solution that supports software product planning. The goal of the study is to support ease of software product planning; hence any existing software analytics solutions are not chosen. But the study would be inspired by existing solutions. When it can be possible to collect and analyze analytics of an application incrementally by using an automatic tool, it would be more effective for software product planning. Otherwise, feedback can be gathered manually through the ways e.g. performing survey and interview with customers. Then classify those collected data into analytics. But manual process is more time consuming and it requires more human resources. To implement our concept, we collect the necessary analytics in an effective way.

A software simulation was performed to measure and compare the impact of page clutter, feature spread and erroneous page presentation between page-based analytics and feature-based analytics (RQ2 was answered). The proposed method was validated by conducting a software simulation, i.e., an executable model of real world phenomena to study their behavior [54]. A software product planning supported prototype analytics tool was developed to accomplish the simulation.
4 The Effective Way of Collecting Analytics for Software Product Planning

This chapter describes the effective way of collecting analytics for software product planning. Moreover, why the implementation of software product planning decision-supported prototype analytics tool is essential and how to measure the usage of a feature are discussed.

4.1 Research Design

Our goal of RQ1 is to find out an effective way to collect analytics that are relevant for making decisions about addition, extension, and removal of features.

We perform market research through searching “market share of web analytics tools” in Google search engine and select five web analytics tools that support the SaaS website tracking. We select five web analytics tools based on the highest market share and revenue growth [55] [56]. Those tools are Google Analytics, Adobe Analytics, IBM Digital Analytics, WebTrends and Yahoo! Web Analytics.

We define a method with specific requirements to compare different web analytics tools to check whether they have decision-support for software product planning.

4.1.1 Requirements of Analytics Tool Comparison Method

REQ1. Applicable to use for SaaS websites
REQ2. Applicable to track Analytics in GUI Element Level
REQ3. Applicable to track Features use through tentative mapping of GUI Elements
REQ4. Applicable to map Requirements with Features
REQ5. Applicable to compare Feature usage according to Indicators and Sub-indicators
REQ6. Applicable to measure Feature usage based on Page-based Analytics and Feature-based Analytics
REQ7. Applicable for Software Product Planning

4.1.2 Reasons for choosing the Requirements

Our goal of Research Question 1 is to find out an effective way to collect analytics that are relevant for making decisions about addition, extension, and removal of features.

REQ1 is required to measure the feature usage of the SaaS website for product planning. REQ2, REQ3 and REQ4 are required to define the features of the SaaS website and measure the feature usage in GUI element level through tentative mapping between GUI Elements and Features. REQ4 is required to define the GUI elements as requirements and map the requirements with features by one-to-many relationship. REQ5, REQ6 and REQ7 are required to measure and compare the feature usage in terms of feature-based analytics and page-based analytics. Moreover, they are required to summarize, filter, and transform feature usage analytics for software product planning.

4.2 Method to Compare Features of different Analytics Tools

Feature wise comparison is performed between selected analytics tools features using the analytics tool comparison method. The method is derived based on the requirements of a software product planning supported analytics tool. In flowchart (Figure 4), the comparison is performed according to the method to find out an effective way to collect analytics for software product planning. The method extracts features of different web analytics tool. Then it verifies whether the selected tools are compatible to track SaaS websites. The method performs further filtering to check the selected tools are able to track feature usage in GUI element level and define requirements and features; if they support SaaS website tracking. If the tools support to define and track feature usage, then the method is further ensuring whether they are able to compare feature usage between page-based analytics and feature-based analytics. We assume, if a tool can measure and compare feature usage then it is able to provide decision-support for software product planning.
4.3 Results and Analysis

4.3.1 Outcomes of feature comparison between Analytics Tools

4.3.1.1 Google Analytics

Google Analytics is an enterprise-class web analytics tool. It supports the SaaS website tracking in GUI element level. Since, Google Analytics tracks the website based on events, it supports both page-based analytics and event-based analytics [57]. Though Google Analytics is a renowned tool to track websites with different metrics i.e., visits, new visits, unique visits, returning visits, repeat visits, visit duration, bounces, referrer; there is no concept of requirements and features in Google Analytics. Since Google Analytics doesn’t map features on web pages, it is not possible to measure feature usage.
As Google Analytics cannot measure feature usage, it is unable to analyze, filter, summarize and transform analytics measurement to take a decision in addition, extension and removal of features.

4.3.1.2 Adobe Analytics

Adobe Analytics is a leading solution for actionable web analytics. It provides marketers with real-time and actionable web analytics intelligence about digital strategies and marketing initiatives [58]. It supports the SaaS website tracking in GUI element level. Since, Adobe Analytics tracks the website based on events, it supports both page-based analytics and event-based analytics. Though Adobe Analytics is a renowned tool to track websites with different metrics i.e., real-time segmentation, key performance indicators (KPIs), ClickMap graphic overlays i.e., the most relevant elements on each page of a site [58]; there is no concept of requirements and features in Adobe Analytics. Since Adobe Analytics does not map features on web pages, it is not possible to measure feature usage. As Adobe Analytics can’t measure feature usage, it is unable to analyze, filter, summarize and transform analytics measurement to take a decision in addition, extension and removal of features.

4.3.1.3 IBM Digital Analytics

IBM Digital Analytics is a cloud based web analytics tool that fuels the IBM Digital Marketing Optimization. IBM Digital Analytics helps enterprise to gain not only a competitive edge from state-of-art-analytics but also from comparative benchmarks and knowledge of how the best performers are achieving their successes [59]. It supports the SaaS website tracking in GUI element level. Since, IBM Digital Analytics tracks the website based on events heat map, it supports both page-based analytics and event-based analytics [60]. Though IBM Digital Analytics is a renown tool to track websites with different metrics i.e., sales heat map, KPI trends, visitor purchase funnel, bounce rate trend, cross-channel interaction optimization; there is no concept of requirements and features in IBM Digital Analytics. Since IBM Digital Analytics does not map features on web pages, it cannot measure feature usage. As IBM Digital Analytics cannot measure feature usage, it is unable to analyze, filter, summarize and transform analytics measurement to take a decision in addition, extension and removal of features.

4.3.1.4 WebTrends

Webtrends is a web analytics tool that gives a new perspective and insight of data in a visual form to see what customers are most interested in the website. Webtrends Analytics provides enterprise a unified view of customer data that allows seeing the activity in the context of all digital channels. This helps for a better understanding of what is working and what is not working [61]. Webtrends Analytics supports the SaaS website tracking in GUI element level. Since, webtrends analytics tracks the website based on events, it supports both page-based analytics and event-based analytics. Though webtrends analytics is a renown tool to track websites with different metrics i.e., webtrends streams, conversion optimization, targeted content, campaign optimization, heatmaps, real-time intelligence [62]; there is no concept of requirements and features in webtrends. As webtrends does not map features on web pages, it cannot measure feature usage. Since webtrends analytics cannot measure feature usage, it is unable to analyze,
filter, summarize and transform analytics measurement to take a decision in addition, extension and removal of features.

4.3.1.5 Yahoo! Web Analytics

Yahoo! Web Analytics is a customizable and enterprise oriented website analytics system. It supports the SaaS website tracking in GUI element level. Since, Yahoo! Web Analytics tracks the website based on events, it supports both page-based analytics and event-based analytics [63]. Though Yahoo! Web Analytics is a renowned tool to track websites with different metrics i.e., click paths, spent time, taken actions and other information about particular visits; there is no concept of requirements and features in Yahoo! Web Analytics. Since Yahoo! Web Analytics does not map features on web pages, it is not possible to measure feature usage. As this web analytics tool cannot measure feature usage, it is unable to analyze, filter, summarize and transform analytics measurement to take a decision in addition, extension and removal of features.

4.3.2 Comparison Summary

The summary of the overall discussion above can be presented in table3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirements</th>
<th>Google Analytics</th>
<th>Adobe Analytics</th>
<th>IBM Digital Analytics</th>
<th>Webtrends</th>
<th>Yahoo! Web Analytics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Applicable for SaaS websites</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Able to track analytics of web pages</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Able to track analytics in GUI element level</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support feature &amp; requirement concepts</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support page-based analytics</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support element-based analytics</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support feature-based analytics</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Able to compare feature usage according to indicators and sub-indicators</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Able to measure feature usage</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has decision-support for software product planning</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
According to the comparison that performed on selected analytics tools (Table 3), no analytics tool is observed that supports the features and requirements concepts and have decision-support for software product planning. Hence, product managers unable to utilize those web analytics tools for software product planning.

So, we propose and implement a SaaS website tracking compatible prototype web analytics tool that supports the features and requirements concepts and can measure feature usage. Hence, the tool helps to provide decision-support for software product planning through the collection of feature usage analytics and measurement of feature usage.

### 4.4 Proposed Analytics Tool

Prototype Analytics Tool helps to provide decision support for Software Product Planning using the measurement of feature usage. Analytics Tool is a customizable, research compatible web analytics tool. It supports the SaaS website tracking in GUI element level. Since, Analytics Tool can track the website in GUI element level (GUI elements are also defined as requirements) and GUI elements are mapped with features, it supports both page-based analytics and feature-based analytics. Analytics Tool tracks SaaS websites with different metrics i.e., indicators Usage and Health (reliability & performance) of software product planning and their sub-indicators visit count, unique visitor, new unique visitor, returning visitor, visitor location and visit time (Usage), down time, error rate (Reliability) & service response time, throughput (Performance) [Appendix B, Table 17]. The Analytics tool is developed based on the concept of requirements and features. Hence, Analytics Tool can map features on web pages, and it is possible to measure feature usage and health. Moreover, it distinguishes between a click and a deliberate click based on the feature mapping. The tool only filters the clicks on a feature that is mapped by the product managers. As analytics tool can measure feature usage, it can analyze, filter, summarize and transform analytics measurement to take a decision in addition, extension and removal of features.

#### 4.4.1 Software Requirements Specification of Analytics Tool

This section describes the software requirements specification [64] of analytics tool.

##### 4.4.1.1 Scope

The analytics tool is able to track feature usage of the SaaS application in GUI element level. It uses three influential indicators and their sub-indicators. The key concept of the tool is developed based on the base components of software product planning such as features and requirements. The indicators of the tool are usage, reliability and performance. The sub-indicators of indicator usage are user visit count, unique visitor, new unique visitor, returning visitor, visitor location, visit time and average bounce rate. The sub-indicators of indicator reliability are down rate and error rate. The sub-indicators of indicator performance are average feature response time and throughput. The analytics generated by the tool are analyzed under specific timestamp. Then it presents the analysis result by two types of graphs e.g., line graph and pie graph.
4.4.1.2 Tool Perspective

4.4.1.2.1 System Interface

The analytics tool directly interacts with the following features of the analytics system:

Dashboard
The dashboard is the homepage of the analytics system. Product managers can surf the features on this page to manage and configure analytics and SaaS applications. Also, they can generate reports on analytics statistics [Appendix C, Figure22].

Create Indicators
It is an option of the analytics tool to create Indicators for generating statistics based on Indicator selection [Appendix C, Figure23].

Manage Indicators
Update Indicators is an option of the analytics tool to update the existing Indicators [Appendix C, Figure24].

Create Sub-indicators
It is an option of the analytics tool to create Sub-Indicators for generating statistics based on Indicator & Sub-Indicators selection [Appendix C, Figure25].

Manage Sub-indicators
Update Sub-Indicators is an option of the analytics tool to update the existing Sub-Indicators [Appendix C, Figure26].

Create Features
It is an option of the analytics tool to create features for generating statistics based on feature-based analytics [Appendix C, Figure27].

Manage Features
Manage Features is an option to modify or extend the existing features of SaaS application in analytics tool [Appendix C, Figure28].

Create Requirements
It is an option of the analytics tool to create requirements under specific features for generating statistics based on the feature-based analytics [Appendix C, Figure29].

Manage Requirements
Manage Requirements is an option to modify or extend the existing requirements of the SaaS application in analytics tool [Appendix C, Figure30].

Map Requirements with GUI elements
This option of the tool is for tentative mapping between a SaaS application feature and an Analytics Tool to track feature usage. The requirements that created in analytics
tool are mapped to the GUI elements of the SaaS application by this configuration option [Appendix C, Figure31].

*Compare Features Use*

The analytics of features (captured by the analytics tool) can be compared based on the selection of Indicators & Sub-indicators for specific time duration. It presents the interactive graphical presentation of data [Appendix C, Figure32].

*Admin Configurations Setup*

The option of Admin Configuration is for enabling and disabling the tentative feature mapping session between the SaaS application and the analytics tool [Appendix C, Figure33].

4.4.1.2.2 User Interface

Dashboard of the analytics tool would act as tailor for the product managers. It can browse from all browsers.

4.4.1.3 Stakeholder Description

The stakeholders of Analytics System are Product Managers, Developers, Visitors of SaaS websites and the Analytics System. The description and responsibilities of each stakeholder of analytics system are presented in Table4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Responsibilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Product Manager</td>
<td>The Product Manager of a SaaS Website</td>
<td>The responsibility of Product Manager is to use Analytics tool to track and measure feature usage to obtain decision support of software product planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developer</td>
<td>The Developer of a SaaS Website</td>
<td>The responsibility of the developer is to set up the configuration or map between a SaaS website and an analytics tool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visitor/User</td>
<td>Visitor of a SaaS Website</td>
<td>The responsibility of the visitor is to use the features of SaaS websites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analytics System</td>
<td>A system to track analytics of user interaction (feature usage) with SaaS websites</td>
<td>The responsibility of Analytics System is to track feature usage and enable decision support for Product Managers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4.1.4 Functions

The prototype tool facilitates decision support for software product planning. Hence, it enables comparison of feature usage analytics between two features or the whole product for a selected time span. The tool is also capable to configure requirements and features of the SaaS website using GUI elements in run time.
The prototype tool develops in such a way that the GUI elements of SaaS websites are connected with product manager’s defined requirements. Requirements are connected with features. Therefore, it is possible to analyze the feature usage of the SaaS application in GUI element level. So, the product manager can aware regarding the usage and health i.e. reliability and performance of a feature and utilize analytics for software product planning.

4.4.1.5 Functional Requirements

The functional requirements of analytics tool are described below –

I. The product manager shall be able to create features based on the features of the SaaS website.
II. The product manager shall be able to maintain features.
III. The product manager shall be able to create requirements based on the features and GUI elements of the SaaS website.
IV. The product manager shall be able to maintain the requirements.
V. The product manager shall be able to create Indicators for analyzing analytics of feature usage.
VI. The product manager shall be able to maintain Indicators.
VII. The product manager shall be able to create Sub-Indicators based on Indicators.
VIII. The product manager shall be able to maintain Sub-Indicators.
IX. The product manager shall be able to set admin status to enable mapping between an analytics tool and a SaaS website.
X. The developer/product manager shall be able to map features between the analytics tool and the SaaS website.
XI. The product manager shall be able to select features to generate report with interactive graphs.
XII. The product manager shall be able to compare feature usage and health between two features

4.4.2 UML Architecture

The architecture of the analytics tool with entities and their functionalities is described in Figure 5. The prototype analytics tool collects analytics of user interaction with the SaaS website. There are several web pages in a SaaS website. Each web page contains GUI elements. We indicated that GUI elements as the requirements of a SaaS web page. The features can be created based on one or more than one requirements.

Analytics tool is connected with a SaaS website by the configuration of features and requirements between an analytics tool and a SaaS website. The analytics collected from the SaaS website are categorized in several indicators and sub-indicators.

The product managers of the SaaS websites can configure the mapping the analytics tool and the SaaS website. They can create features and requirements in the analytics tool based on the SaaS website features. The product managers are also responsible for managing the requirements and features.
In Figure 5, the entities are the actors of the analytics system. Entity 'visitor' has only interactions with the SaaS website. 'SaaS Website' and 'Product Manager' entities are connected with analytics system, where the product manager configures and defines the requirements (GUI elements) and features in analytics system based on the SaaS website features and requirements. Product manager is able to manage features i.e., create, modify, activate and deactivate features; manage requirements i.e., create, modify, activate and deactivate requirements; manage indicators i.e., create, modify, activate and deactivate indicators and manage sub-indicators i.e., create, modify, activate and deactivate sub-indicators.

Product managers can generate graphs utilizing functionalities MapFeature, SelectFeature and CallGraphGen. Graph generation is also dependent on the selection of indicators and sub-indicators. They can compare analytics of feature usage utilizing SelectFeature, SelectIndicator, SelectSubIndicator, SelectToFromDate and SelectGraphType functionalities between two or more features. Based on the report of analytics, product managers can understand the importance of a feature. So, it helps them...
to take decision whether a feature would be extended or removed. Therefore, the analytics tool can support product planners to perform product planning.

4.4.3 System Context Diagram

The system context diagram of analytics system is presented in Figure 6. Visitor’s interactions with the SaaS website are collected by an analytics system to compare feature usage of a SaaS website.

Product manager and Developer of SaaS website are connected with Analytics system. Developer or product manager can configure the SaaS website with analytics system to enable analytics for software product planning. The product manager is also responsible for maintaining and configuring features of the SaaS website.

![System context diagram of Analytics Tool](image)

Figure 6: System context diagram of Analytics Tool

4.4.4 Use Case Diagrams

4.4.4.1 Visitor

The use case diagram of SaaS visitors is presented in Figure 7. Visitors of a SaaS website are connected with features and requirements (GUI elements) of SaaS websites. They are connected by visiting the features and requirements of SaaS websites. The analytics system captures analytics of feature visited by SaaS visitors.
4.4.4.2 Product Manager

The role of product manager in analytics system is described in Figure 8 by the use case diagram of Product manager. The product manager is responsible to manage features and requirements of analytics tool that are mapped with a SaaS website. Product managers can select indicators and sub-indicators, graph type and certain time range to generate graphs from analytics.
4.4.4.3 Developer

The use case diagram of the role of developer in analytics system is depicted in Figure 9. Developer of analytics tool is responsible for developing analytics configuration, map requirements with the SaaS website GUI elements. The developer has also the privilege of managing indicators and sub-indicators.
4.4.5 Class Diagram

Figure 10 depicts the class diagram of the analytics system. Classes of analytics system are requirement, feature, GUI element, track visitor, visitor, and visitor info, manage indicator, product manager, manage feature, manage requirement.

The visitor and visitor info classes are for representing visitors’ information; SaaS application is represented the information about SaaS websites; product manager class is representing the product managers’ collaboration with analytics tool and SaaS application. Requirement class indicates the information of requirements (GUI elements) of SaaS websites. Feature class indicates the information of features of SaaS websites. There is a one-to-one relationship between GUI elements and Requirements; one-to-many relationship between requirements and features. The track visitor class maintains the relation between visitors, SaaS websites and analytics tool. Manage feature and manage requirement classes are responsible to create, update and extend features and requirements.
4.4.6 Sequence Diagram

The sequence diagram of analytics tool that represents the interaction of visitor, product manager and SaaS website with analytics tool is described in Figure 11. Visitor interacts with the SaaS website and analytics tool tracks the user interaction analytics. Product manager sends a request to analytics tool to create requirements and features. The analytics tool sends a response by message that the requirements and features are created successfully. The product manager sends requires to analytics tool to map features with SaaS application to track user interaction. Analytics tool responses that the features are mapped properly with SaaS feature. Then the product manager selects indicator and sub-indicator to generate graph based on feature usage analytics. Based on the graph product manager can compare the statistics between two features.
4.4.7 Track the SaaS website by prototype Analytics Tool

In this section, we describe how to set-up configuration, track and measure the feature usage of a SaaS website by the prototype analytics tool. The SaaS website is provided by the supervisor and he performed the product manager role to define features and requirements of the SaaS website.

4.4.7.1 Script configuration of Analytics Tool

The script configuration is required to connect a SaaS website with analytics tool and configure analytics tool to capture feature usage of the SaaS website.

*Front-end Script Configuration in the SaaS website:*

It requires referring one Js link in the header or footer section of the webpage of the SaaS website for tracking.

E.g., http://54.246.61.52:8080/featureTree/resources/js/analytics.js

*DB Configuration:*

1. Create database named as ‘analytics_tool’
2. Upload SQL Script to generate all tables of ‘analytics_tool’ in the database

4.4.7.2 Step-by-step guideline to track Feature usage of the SaaS website by Analytics Tool

We describe how to track feature usage analytics of a SaaS website by the prototype Analytics Tool in this section.

1. Create features in Analytics Tool based on the defined features of the SaaS website [Appendix D, Figure35]. Click on the ‘Manage Feature’ option on the dashboard of
Then click on ‘Add Feature’ option and enter Feature Name, Status and Feature Description. Finally, click on ‘Add Feature’ button to create features.

The features are defined by the product manager of the SaaS website [Appendix D, Figure34].

2. Create requirements of defined features in Analytics Tool based on the related events (GUI elements) of the SaaS website [Appendix D, Figure36]. Click on the ‘Manage Requirement’ option on the dashboard of Analytics Tool. Then click on ‘Add Requirement’ option. After that select Feature Name, Status from the drop down list, and enter Requirement Name & Requirement Description. Finally, click on ‘Add Requirement’ button to create the requirement.

There is a one-to-one mapping relationship between requirements and GUI elements. The requirements of features are defined by the product manager of SaaS website [Appendix D, Figure34].

3. Set admin status as ‘active’ on the Analytics Tool to enable mapping of the SaaS website GUI elements with the created requirements of the Analytics Tool [Appendix D, Figure37]. Click on the ‘Set Admin Status’ option on the dashboard of Analytics Tool. Then select ‘active’ from ‘Admin Status’ drop down list and click on ‘Update Admin Status’ button.

4. Map the GUI elements of the SaaS website with the created requirements of the Analytics Tool [Appendix D, Figure38]. Click on the GUI element of the SaaS website. A pop-up window would be appeared. Select ‘Requirement’ from the drop down list and press ‘MAP GUI Element’ button from the pop-up window to map a particular requirement with a GUI element.

5. Set admin status as ‘inactive’ on the Analytics Tool to disable mapping of the SaaS website GUI elements [Appendix D, Figure37]. Click on the ‘Set Admin Status’ option on the dashboard of Analytics Tool. Then select ‘inactive’ from ‘Admin Status’ drop down list and click on ‘Update Admin Status’ button.

6. Visit the mapped feature on the SaaS website to track the analytics of feature usage.

7. Compare the feature usage that is captured by the Analytics Tool from the user interaction analytics [Appendix D, Figure39]. Click on the ‘Statics & Graph’ option on the dashboard of Analytics Tool. Select Feature, sub-Indicators (previously created with DB script configuration), To-From date and Graph Type to generate the graph of selected features.

4.5 Discussion

The study develops a comparison method using some specific requirements that are able to facilitate an analytics tool by enabling decision-support for software product planning.

The feature comparison results between different analytics tools, according to the comparison method (Figure4 & Table3) show that no web analytics tool supports features and requirements concepts. Though they support tracking user interaction in page and GUI element level, they are not aligned with the concept of software product planning. Moreover, they do not have decision supports for software product planning. So, the
study introduces the concept of decision-support in software product planning by utilizing user interaction analytics through the implementation of a prototype analytics tool. The tool is able to capture and measure the feature usage. Hence, provide decision-support to product planners of SaaS websites in addition, extension or removal of features.

As the prototype analytic tool only supports to track feature of SaaS websites that have direct interaction with end users rather than SaaS desktop applications i.e., CRM Software, ERP Software, Email Marketing Software, Transaction Processing Software etc. The tool is also unable to track the requirements (GUI elements) that are related to iFrame, Flash and Video events of SaaS websites. Moreover, to facilitate decision support for software product planning, SaaS based analytics might not be sufficient enough to provide adequate information for software product planning, while business analytics can be supportive.

The implications of the prototype analytics tool for product managers are –

- Product managers would be able to track the requirements and features in the GUI element level of the product. So, it would be possible for tracking of a feature at the unit level of a product.
- Product managers would be able to perform feature measurement using relevant indicators and sub-indicators [65] of analytics.
- Product managers would be able to compare features use between different features and perceive the importance of the features to users. Hence, product managers would be able to utilize the feature usage measurement results to take decision about addition, extension or removal of features during product planning.
- Product managers would be able to detect page clutter, erroneous page presentation problems of product features and take decision regarding enhance or removal of that features.
- Product managers would be able to measure feature usage for feature spreads in their product and understand the usage of deferent elements of a features in several pages of product.

The implications of the prototype analytics tool for analytics tool constructors are –

- Analytics tool constructors would be able to introduce the features and requirements concepts to develop their solutions and make it helpful for product managers or product planners to take advantages of decision-support in software product planning.
- Analytics tool constructors would be able to make use of the concept and hence, implement analytics solutions compatible with software product planning.

The implications of the prototype analytics tool for researchers are –

- Researchers would be able to utilize the open source analytics tool to research the different cases of real life industrial scenarios that product managers often face during product planning.
- Researchers would be able to use the open source analytics tool to perform experiment on other influential problems of SaaS web applications rather than page clutter, erroneous page presentation or feature spread and enhance the
features of the analytics tool to make critical or advanced level decision-support for product evolution. That would establish a bridge between the combination of analytics and the business strategy.

Wei Fang utilized Google Analytics to track the visitors’ behavior and motivation behind their information-seeking to improve a library website, Rutgers-Newark Law Library (RNLL) [41]. He used different features of Google Analytics e.g., visitor count, visitor’s location, visitor link referral, page visit count, visitor session; to improve the content of the library website. The proposed prototype analytics tool in the study is able to track the user behavior and measure the feature usage of SaaS websites. The events of SaaS websites are mapped as requirements on the prototype analytics tool. One or more requirements are connected together to form features on the analytics tool. By this way the tool is mapping the features of SaaS websites. The measurement of feature usage is performed based on the categories of analytics i.e., indicators and sub-indicators, that are referred as relevant for measuring software usage by the outcome of the research [65]. Moreover, the proposed analytics tool is implemented based on the concept of software product planning and can distinguish the analytics in both page and feature level i.e. page-based analytics and feature-based analytics.

4.5.1 Threats to Validity

4.5.1.1 Conclusion Validity

Conclusion validity relates the treatment and the outcome of the simulation [53]. The goal of the prototype tool is to enable decision support for software product planning. There is a possibility to make wrong data analysis by tool and hence, make a wrong suggestion for an addition, extension or removal of features. We are validating the results of analytics tool with the conceptual calculation of feature usage (in RQ2). Moreover, the calculation inside the analytics tool is performing in an automated way by using different analytics functionality i.e., based (visit count, error rate, page load time etc.) and derived (accuracy, precision) measurements.

This wrong decision-support can be interpreted because of the lack of true patterns e.g., continuous or discontinuous feature visits or usage in the data. So, to make a complete decision support regarding software product planning based on the analysis of the tool may not be possible.

4.5.1.2 Internal Validity

The results generated by the prototype tool may not reflect the real life scenario. The suggestions of the tool regarding the status of features may not accept as appropriate to product manager for features maintenance. The growth of analytics and tool or analytics solutions are asymmetric. Hence, the relationship between them may not symmetric. The results of analytic tool may change based on indicators and sub-indicators. The tool generated results may not help product planners to take decision on features management. Because there are other influential factors e.g., key stakeholders choice, competitor analysis, technical development difficulties to maintain the features rather than considering only in the perspective of the sub-indicator factors of visitors.
4.5.1.3 Construct Validity

The results of the simulation are dependent on indicators and sub-indicators parameters. So, the decision support for software product planning can differ based on the analytics parameters. But in real life software product planning, the changes of one or two parameters may not affect the product planning decisions. SaaS based analytics may not be sufficient enough to provide adequate information for software product planning, while business analytics can act as supportive factor.

4.5.1.4 External Validity

Prototype tool generated results may not generalize enough to use in every industrial practice. There are some limitations which limiting the tool to simulate data and propose a suggestion regarding software product planning in controlled and defined environment only. As the proposed analytics tool is a prototype version, it is only applicable for tracking the user interactions of SaaS websites. The analytics tool is not applicable to track the user interactions for other types of SaaS applications.

5 Compare Page-based Analytics and Feature-based Analytics

In previous chapter, the effective way of collecting analytics for software product planning and how to measure feature usage using prototype analytics tool are discussed. This chapter presents the research design and results of the software simulation that was performed using the prototype tool to compare page-based analytics and feature-based analytics. Page-based analytics measures the in general usage of all the features on the web page rather than a particular feature. Contrarily, feature-based analytics measures the usage of a particular feature on the web page. The results of the simulation would be helpful for the product managers to measure the usage and health i.e., reliability and performance of a feature. So, the results of the study would facilitate the decision support of software product planning regarding the usage (i.e., simulation results obtained from page clutter and feature spread) and health (i.e., simulation results obtained from erroneous page presentation) of features.

5.1 Research Design

The goal of the simulation is to compare page-based analytics and feature-based analytics in terms of page clutter, erroneous page presentation and feature spread. The accuracy and precision are calculated to measure the feature usage in page-based analytics and feature-based analytics.

Web page is indicated as a medium of representing software-as-a-service (SaaS).

The independent variables are the page clutter, feature spread and erroneous page representation. Web page clutter refers to the situation where many features are present on a web page. Feature spread refers that one feature can be visible on multiple web pages i.e., one feature can be mapped to multiple elements of different web pages. Erroneous page representation refers which particular feature or features are erroneous on the web page.
One or more GUI elements (i.e., requirements) create a feature and a feature demands in more than one pages. So, Page Clutter (i.e., one or more features belongs to a web page) and Feature Spread (i.e., a feature belongs to one or more web pages) are selected as independent variables, to compare the feature usage when there are more features in page-based analytics and feature-based analytics. The erroneous page representation is also chosen as an independent variable to measure the feature health with respect to page-based analytics and feature-based analytics.

The dependent variables are the accuracy and precision. Accuracy indicates the true results (both true positives and true negatives [66] [67]) of feature usage, while precision indicates the repeatability and reproducibility of the feature usage. The accuracy and precision can be measured by the following way [66] [67]-

\[
\text{Accuracy} = \frac{\text{number of true positives} + \text{number of true negatives}}{\text{number of true positives} + \text{false positives} + \text{false negatives} + \text{true negatives}}
\]

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{\text{number of true positives}}{\text{number of true positives} + \text{false positives}}
\]

The meaning of ‘true positive’ is correctly identified, ‘true negative’ is correctly rejected, ‘false positive’ is incorrectly identified and ‘false negative’ is incorrectly rejected.

Page-based analytics indicates the in general features usage of a web page, while feature-based analytics indicates a particular feature usage of a web page.

There are other kinds of analytics e.g., perspective analytics, predictive analytics, descriptive analytics, business analytics, big-data analytics [68] [69]. As those types of analytics do not have the ability to measure feature usage, they are not considered for analytics comparison in simulation. Since the feature-based analytics measures the usage of a particular feature in GUI element level (i.e., one or more GUI elements or requirements create a feature) and page-based analytics also measures the in general usage of features in GUI element level (i.e., there are one or more features on a web page), the comparison of element-based and event-based (i.e., GUI element level) analytics are not taken in action during simulation.

5.1.1 Active measurements on simulation platform

The software product planning supported analytics tool is developed based on the concept of tracking feature usage. The tool can track feature usage of a SaaS website in GUI element level.

We consider four scenarios for simulation. Scenario1 and scenario2 are designed to compare the web page clutter with respect to page-based analytics and feature-based analytics. Feature one is used out of four features on the web page in first scenario and feature one and two both are used in second scenario. Scenario3 is designed to compare
the feature spread with respect to page-based analytics and feature-based analytics. Scenario1, scenario2 and scenario3 simulate the measurement of the usage of features. Scenario4 is designed to compare the erroneous page presentation with respect to page-based analytics and feature-based analytics. Scenario4 simulates the measurement of the health of features.

**Scenario1:**

The SaaS website with four features and one web page, the web page contains feature one if it contains any feature. Feature one is used.

**Scenario2:**

The SaaS website with four features and one page, the page contains feature one and feature two if it contains any features. Feature one and two are used.

**Scenario3:**

The SaaS website with four web pages and one feature, the feature spreads on four web pages. Feature one has four sub elements (i.e., requirements) and they are mapped in four web pages like feature one’s element one (F1.E1) is mapped on web page one (P1), feature one’s element two (F1.E2) is mapped on web page two (P2), feature one’s element three (F1.E3) is mapped on web page three (P3) and feature one’s element four (F1.E4) is mapped on webpage four (P4). Feature one Element one (F1.E1) and Feature one Element two (F1.E2) are used on web page1 (P1) and web page2 (P2).

**Scenario4:**

The SaaS website with four features and one web page, the page contains erroneous feature one if it contains any erroneous feature.

This section discusses the results obtained from the measurements on the analytics tool during simulation. These simulations between a SaaS website and an analytics tool are performed in order to observe the impact of page cluttering, feature spread and erroneous page representation in terms of accuracy and precision measurement of feature usage with respect to page-based analytics and feature-based analytics. The simulation results are analyzed in the following subsections.

### 5.1.2 Simulation setup and methodology

The simulation is performed between a SaaS website and a software product planning supported prototype tool (analytics tool). We simulate feature usage based on pre-defined scenarios, apply those scenarios on the SaaS website and observe the feature usage based on the perspective of the page-based analytics and feature-based analytics. Finally, the real results of simulation are compared with the expected results based on predefined scenarios.

The SaaS website anforderungen.ch (a SaaS website for software development plan and commission) is considered for the simulation. Feature usage profile is defined as a single click on a web page or a particular feature. The accuracy and precision [66] [67] [70] of feature usage are measured in simulation.
Simulation was performed at the campus of Blekinge Institute of Technology. As represented in Figure 12, this simulation contains a SaaS website, a software product planning supported analytics tool and predefined scenarios. The SaaS website is linked between the user interaction and the analytics tool. Our measurement point is the Analytics Tool. The SaaS website features are mapped and configured with a prototype tool to collect feature usage analytics.

![Simulation Setup of Research Question 2](image)

A link of 10 Mbps is used between the server (a SaaS website) and the client (the Feature Visitor/User). Simulation was performed by clicking on a specific feature on the webpage that contains maximum of four features. The user on the client computer opens the SaaS webpage and then visits the feature. While using the feature, visit count and erroneous feature were captured by the analytics tool. A given user performs single click feature usage. The user was instructed regarding the mapped features and visit types (e.g., single click or multi-click on a feature) before simulation. The accuracy and precision of feature usage are calculated based on the page-based analytics and the feature-based analytics. Hence concentrate on measuring the impact of page clutter, feature spread and erroneous page representation in terms of the results of accuracy and precision respectively.
5.2 Results and Analysis

5.2.1 Impact of page clutter on page-based analytics and feature-based analytics

In this section, we present the results obtained by end-to-end measurements that show the impact of page clutter in terms of accuracy and precision on the page-based analytics and feature-based analytics.

5.2.1.1 Scenario1

As represented in Table 5, Features are created based on a SaaS website. P1 indicates as a web page1 of the SaaS website. Feature1 (F1), Feature2 (F2), Feature3 (F3) and Feature4 (F4) indicate as different features of web page P1. We consider the website with one page and four features, the page contains feature one if it contains any feature. Feature one is used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page Design (P1)</th>
<th>Page Clutter</th>
<th>True Feature Usage</th>
<th>Page-based Measurement</th>
<th>Feature-based Measurement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F1, F2, F3, F4</td>
<td>F1, F2, F3, F4</td>
<td>F1, F2, F3, F4</td>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>Precision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0, 0, 0, 0</td>
<td>0, 1, 0, 0</td>
<td>0.75, 0, 0, 0</td>
<td>1, 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1, 0, 0, 0</td>
<td>1, 1, 0, 0</td>
<td>1, 1, 1, 1</td>
<td>1, 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1, 1, 0, 0</td>
<td>2, 1, 0, 0</td>
<td>0.75, 0.5, 1, 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1, 1, 1, 0</td>
<td>3, 1, 0, 0</td>
<td>0.5, 0.33, 1, 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1, 1, 1, 1</td>
<td>4, 1, 0, 0</td>
<td>0.25, 0.25, 1, 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To understand the accuracy and precision of feature usage is important to product managers for measuring feature usage.

Figure 13 shows the results between accuracy of feature usage and page clutter i.e., features per web page. We measure the accuracy of a feature usage between feature-based analytics and page-based analytics. Figure 14 shows the plots among calculated precisions of feature usage and page clutter. The first figure (Figure 13) indicates the accuracy of feature and the second figure (Figure 14) indicates the precision i.e. consistency of feature usage. While the feature one (F1) is used by the user, both accuracy and precision are 1 in feature-base analytics, even there are four features on the web page (F1, F2, F3, F4). On the contrary, as the number of features grows the accuracy and precision decrease. It indicates the page clutter in page based analytics. There is a significant degradation of accuracy and precision in the page-based analytics for the page clutter between numbers of feature per page 2 to 4.
In Table 6, we measure the real feature usage based on the feature usage captured by our prototype analytics tool. The analytics of feature usage are generated by the interaction between a real user and a SaaS website. Features are created based on a SaaS website. P1 denotes as web page 1 of the SaaS website. Feature 1 (F1), Feature 2 (F2), Feature 3 (F3) and Feature 4 (F4) represent as different features of web page 1 (P1). We consider the website with four features and one page, the page contains feature one if it contains any feature. Feature one is used (scenario 1).

Figure 13: Accuracy by Page clutter measurement for page-based analytics and feature-based analytics

Figure 14: Precision by Page clutter measurement for page-based analytics and feature-based analytics

In Table 6, we measure the real feature usage based on the feature usage captured by our prototype analytics tool. The analytics of feature usage are generated by the interaction between a real user and a SaaS website. Features are created based on a SaaS website. P1 denotes as web page 1 of the SaaS website. Feature 1 (F1), Feature 2 (F2), Feature 3 (F3) and Feature 4 (F4) represent as different features of web page 1 (P1). We consider the website with four features and one page, the page contains feature one if it contains any feature. Feature one is used (scenario 1).
Table 6: Page clutter on real feature usage for page-based analytics and feature-based analytics (Appendix E, Figure40 & Figure41)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Web page/Feature Name</th>
<th>Visit Count</th>
<th>Web page/Feature Name</th>
<th>Visit Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Webpage1 (P1)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Webpage1 (P1)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature1 (F1)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Feature1 (F1)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature2 (F2)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Feature2 (F2)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature3 (F3)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Feature3 (F3)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature4 (F4)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Feature4 (F4)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Page-based analytics (Appendix E, Figure40) only counts the page visits rather than individual features, so if there is an increase feature in that web page P1 then the accuracy and precision measurement of feature usage decreases. Here visitor visits the web page 1 (P1) 4 times. Though only feature one (F1) is truly used, it is showing the in general usage of all features (i.e., F1, F2, F3 and F4 are visited 4 times) in page-based analytics. So the accuracy and precision measurement of feature usage decreases to 0.25, 0.25 respectively (Figure13, Figure14). On the other hand, feature-based analytics (Appendix E, Figure41) counts features visit individually. The visit count of feature one is 4. So, from the analysis result (Figure13, Figure14), we see that in web page1 (P1) the accuracy and precision measurement of feature usage remain stable and both are 1 and 1 respectively.

5.2.1.2 Scenario2

In simulation of scenario2, we consider the SaaS website of four features and one web page, the page contains feature one and feature two if it contains any features. Feature one and two are used. Feature-based analytics is accurate and precise to capture true feature usage of F1 and F2. But page-based analytics is unable to capture the true use of feature accurately and precisely as feature-based

Table 7: Page clutter for page-based analytics and feature-based analytics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page Design (P1)</th>
<th>Page Clutter</th>
<th>True Feature Usage</th>
<th>Page-based Measurement</th>
<th>Feature-based Measurement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F1</td>
<td>F2</td>
<td>F3</td>
<td>F4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 0 0 0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 1 0 0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 1 1 0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 1 1 1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure15 and Figure16 also show the same result, while the website contains four features and one page. The page contains feature one (F1) and feature two (F2) if it contains any features. Also, feature one and two are used. Feature-based analytics is accurate and precise to capture true feature usage of F1 and F2. But page-based analytics is unable to capture the true use of feature accurately and precisely as feature-based
analytics. The overall trend is that the accuracy and precision decrease with the increase of page clutter in page-based analytics.

In Table 8, we measure the real feature usage based on the feature usage captured by our prototype analytics tool. The analytics of feature usage are generated by the interaction between a real user and a SaaS website. Features are created based on the SaaS website. P1 indicates as web page1 of the SaaS website. Feature1 (F1), Feature2 (F2), Feature3 (F3) and Feature4 (F4) represent different features of web page1 (P1). We consider the SaaS website with four features and one page, the page contains feature one and feature two if it contains any features. Feature one and two are used (scenario2).
Table 8: Page clutter on real feature usage for page-based analytics and feature-based analytics (Appendix E, Figure42 & Figure43)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Web page/Feature Name</th>
<th>Visit Count</th>
<th>Web page/Feature Name</th>
<th>Visit Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Webpage1 (P1)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Webpage1 (P1)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature1 (F1)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Feature1 (F1)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature2 (F2)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Feature2 (F2)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature3 (F3)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Feature3 (F3)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature4 (F4)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Feature4 (F4)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In page-based analytics (Appendix E, Figure42) web page1 (P1) has 4 features. Here in web page1 (P1), visitor visits the page 8 times but use only two features i.e., Feature1 (F1) and Feature2 (F2)). But in page-based analytics it only shows the in general usage of features (web page and features are visited 8 times) and no more information about a particular feature usage. So, accuracy and precision measurement of feature usage are changed and increased to 0.5 and 0.5 respectively (Figure15, Figure16). On the other hand, feature-based analytics (Appendix E, Figure43) count features visits individually. The visit count of Feature1 (F1) is 4 and Feature2 (F2) is 4. In feature-based analytics it is possible to measure each feature usage individually. So from the result we see that in web page1 (P1) the accuracy and precision measurement of feature usage remain stable at 1, 1 respectively (Figure15, Figure16).

Finally, the results of simulation1 and simulation2 represent that page clutter increases with the increase of number of features per page in page-based analytics, which is quite understandable as accuracy and precision decrease due to the increase of features per page. So, Page cluttering exaggerates feature usage measurement with page-based analytics, but not with feature-based analytics.

5.2.2 Impact of feature spread on page-based analytics and feature-based analytics

In this section, we present the impact of feature usage measurement for feature spread. The measurement is calculated in terms of accuracy and precision on the page-based analytics and feature-based analytics.

5.2.2.1 Scenario3

As represented in Table9, the web pages and features are created based on a SaaS website. F1 indicates as feature one of the SaaS website. Web page1 (P1), web page2 (P2), web page3 (P3) and web page (P4) are different web pages of the SaaS website. We consider the SaaS website with four web pages and one feature, the feature is spread in four pages. Feature one is constructed by four elements i.e., Feature1 Element1 F1.E1, Feature1 Element2 F1.E2, Feature1 Element3 F1.E3 and Feature1 Element4 F1.E4. Four elements of feature one are mapped to four web pages. Feature1 Element1 (F1.E1) and Feature1 Element2 are truly used in web page1 (P1) and web page2 (P2).
Table 9: Feature spread measurement with respect to page-based analytics and feature-based analytics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenarios of 4 Pages Design (Total of F1 Features spread in the application)</th>
<th>True Use</th>
<th>Page-based Measurements</th>
<th>Feature-based Measurement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pages per Feature</td>
<td>F1.E1 (Page1)</td>
<td>F1.E2 (Page2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>1 1 0 0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>1 1 1 0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>1 1 1 1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 17 shows the results between accuracy of feature usage in the case of feature spread. We measure the accuracy of the feature usage in terms of feature-based analytics and page-based analytics. Figure 18 shows the plots between calculated precision of feature usage with respect to feature spread. The first figure (Figure 17) indicates the accuracy or true use of a feature and the second figure (Figure 18) indicates the precision of the feature usage. While the feature one’s element one (F1.E1) and element two (F1.E2) are used on web page one (P1) and web page two (P2), both accuracy and precision remain stable at 1 in feature-base analytics, even the feature one (F1.E1, F1.E2) is spread in four web pages (P1, P2, P3, P4). On the contrary, as the number of web pages grows, the accuracy and precision decrease that indicates the feature spread alter feature usage measurement in page-based analytics. There is a significant degradation of accuracy and precision in the page-based analytics while the number of web pages is increased to 3 or 4 (i.e., web pages per feature).

Figure 17: Accuracy measurement for page-based analytics and feature-based analytics
We measure the real feature usage captured by our prototype analytics tool (Table 10). The analytics of feature usage are generated by the interaction between a given user and the SaaS website. Web pages and Features are created based on the SaaS website. F1 indicates as feature one of the SaaS website. Feature one is spread on different web pages P1, P2, P3 and P4. We consider the SaaS website with four pages and one feature, the feature is spread in four pages. Feature one is divided into four elements and mapped with four pages. Element one of Feature one (F1.E1) is mapped with web page1 (P1), Element two of Feature one (F1.E2) is mapped with web page2 (P2), Element three of Feature one (F1.E3) is mapped with web page3 (P3), Element four of Feature one (F1.E4) is mapped on web page4 (P4). Feature one’s element one (F1.E1) and element two (F1.E2) are truly used in web page1 (P1) and web page2 (P2) (Scenario3).

Table 10: Feature Spread on real feature usage for page-based analytics and feature-based analytics (Appendix E, Figure 4 & Figure 5)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page-based Analytics</th>
<th>Feature-based Analytics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Webpage1 (P1)</td>
<td>Webpage1 (P1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visit Count: 1</td>
<td>Visit Count: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webpage2 (P2)</td>
<td>Webpage2 (P2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visit Count: 1</td>
<td>Visit Count: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webpage3 (P3)</td>
<td>Webpage3 (P3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visit Count: 1</td>
<td>Visit Count: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webpage4 (P4)</td>
<td>Webpage4 (P4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visit Count: 1</td>
<td>Visit Count: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webpage1 Feature1 (F1.E1)</td>
<td>Webpage1 Feature1 (F1.E1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visit Count: 1</td>
<td>Visit Count: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webpage2 Feature1 (F1.E2)</td>
<td>Webpage2 Feature1 (F1.E2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visit Count: 1</td>
<td>Visit Count: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webpage3 Feature1 (F1.E3)</td>
<td>Webpage3 Feature1 (F1.E3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visit Count: 0</td>
<td>Visit Count: 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webpage4 Feature1 (F1.E4)</td>
<td>Webpage4 Feature1 (F1.E4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visit Count: 1</td>
<td>Visit Count: 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Page-based analytics (Appendix E, Figure 4) only count the in general feature usage rather than the individual feature. So, if there is a feature spread in different web pages then the accuracy and precision measurement of feature spread decreases. Here, visitor visits the feature one element one on web page1 once and also feature one element two
on web page2 once. But there is the in general visit count is captured in page-based analytics and it shows that all the feature elements are used based on the visit of web pages. The accuracy and precision measurement of feature spread decreases to 0.25, 0.33 respectively (Figure17, Figure18) when the feature is spread in three web pages. On the other hand, feature-based analytics (Appendix E, Figure45) captures analytics based on the particular feature usage. It collects analytics separately for all elements of the feature that are mapped with different web pages. In feature-based analytics, visit count of feature one element one and feature one element two both are captured as 1 by the analytics tool. So, it is possible to measure the usage of different elements of the same feature that spread in different web pages. So, the result presents that even feature one is spread in four web pages, the accuracy and precision measurement of feature spread remain stable at 1, 1 respectively (Figure17, Figure18).

The result from Simulation3 shows that while feature spread is increased, accuracy and precision are decreased in page-based analytics. On the other hand, in feature-based analytics accuracy and precision remain stable even the number of web pages are increased with feature spread.

So, Feature spread does not alter feature usage measurement with feature-based analytics compare to page-based analytics.

5.2.3 Impact of erroneous page representation on page-based analytics and feature-based analytics

This section discusses the impact of erroneous features on the SaaS web page based on the occurrence of HTTP error codes [46] [71] during feature usage (e.g. 404, 408, 500 etc.). We present the results about the accuracy and precision of erroneous page presentation in terms of feature-based analytics and page-based analytics.

5.2.3.1 Scenario4

As represented in Table11, features are created based on the SaaS website. P1 indicates as the web page of the SaaS website. Feature1 (F1), Feature2 (F2), Feature3 (F3) and Feature4 (F4) indicate as different features of web page1 (P1). We consider the SaaS website with four features and one web page. The page contains erroneous feature one if it contains any erroneous feature.

Table 11: Measure Accuracy and Precision of Erroneous Page in terms of Feature-based and Page-based analytics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page Design (P1)</th>
<th>Erroneous Page</th>
<th>True Feature Usage</th>
<th>Page-based Measurement</th>
<th>Feature-based Measurement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>Precision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1 F2 F3 F4 F1 F2 F3 F4</td>
<td>Features per Page</td>
<td>F1 F2 F3 F4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 0 0 0</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 0 0 0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 1 0 0 2 1 0 0 0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 0 0 0</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 1 1 0 3 1 0 0 0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1 0 0 0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 1 1 1 4 1 0 0 0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1 0 0 0</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To understand the accuracy and precision of the occurrence of an erroneous feature on the web page is important to product manager. Product manage can understand the consistency of using the web page when there is an erroneous feature on the web page by the precision graph and further can discover whether the erroneous feature is truly accessed by the accuracy graph.

Figure 19 shows the results between accuracy of feature usage and erroneous page presentation when the feature one is erroneous. We measure the accuracy of erroneous feature for feature-based analytics and page-based analytics. Figure 20 shows the scenarios between measured precision of feature usage and erroneous page presentation. The first figure (Figure 19) indicates the accuracy i.e., usage of the erroneous feature and the second figure (Figure 20) indicates the precision i.e., consistency or repeatability of using the erroneous feature. While the feature one (F1) is erroneous, both accuracy and precision are 1 in feature-base analytics, even there are four features on the web page (F1, F2, F3 and F4). Contrarily, as the number of features grows the accuracy and precision decrease. It indicates the failure of capturing an erroneous feature in page-based analytics.

![Accuracy by Error Case](image)

Figure 19: Accuracy of Error count measurement for page-based analytics and feature-based analytics
Figure 20: Precision of Error count measurement for page-based analytics and feature-based analytics

In Table 12, we measure the real erroneous feature usage based on the feature usage captured by our prototype analytics tool. The analytics of erroneous feature usage are generated by the interaction between a user and the SaaS website. Features are created based on the SaaS website. P1 indicates as a web page1 of the SaaS website. F1, F2, F3 and F4 indicate as different features of the web page1 (P1). We consider the website with four features and one web page, the page contains erroneous feature one if it contains any erroneous feature (scenario4).

Table 12: Erroneous page presentation on real feature usage for page-based analytics and feature-based analytics (Appendix E, Figure 46 & Figure 47)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page-based Analytics</th>
<th>Feature-based Analytics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Web page/Feature Name</strong></td>
<td><strong>Error Count</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webpage1 (P1)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature1 (F1)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature2 (F2)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature3 (F3)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature4 (F4)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In page-based analytics (Appendix E, Figure 46) visitor visits web page1 (P1) 4 times in the erroneous page but only feature one is erroneous. Page-based analytics cannot capture analytics of erroneous feature one separately as it captures the error occurrence of all features in general. So the accuracy and precision of the erroneous feature usage are decreased to 0.25, 0.25 respectively (Figure 17, Figure 18). Even the user visits the web page (P1) 4 times; it’s not understandable from page-based analytics which particular erroneous feature is used by the user. On the other hand, feature-based analytics (Appendix E, Figure 47) count the usage of erroneous features individually. The erroneous feature’s (Feature1 (F1)) error count is 4 according to the analytics tool. So, the simulation result shows, the accuracy and precision of erroneous feature usage on web
page1 (P1) remain stable at 1, 1 respectively (Figure17, Figure18). In feature-based analytics, it is possible to measure which particular erroneous feature is used by the user.

So, Page presentation errors exaggerate feature usage measurement with page-based analytics, but not with feature-based analytics.

5.3 Discussion

The simulation is conducted by prototype analytics tool to compare feature usage with respect to page-based analytics and feature-based analytics. Impact of page clutter, feature spread and erroneous page representation through the measurement of feature usage has been analyzed. The result depicts how page-based analytics and feature-based analytics differ in accuracy and precision perspective of feature usage measurement. From the analysis and result of the simulation it has been revealed that feature-based analytics is better than page-based analytics with respect to measurement of feature usage. Current page-based analytics concept has no direct relationship with software engineering perspective such as software product planning. The feature tree concept was introduced by Samuel A. Fricker which describes the product as a feature tree [16]. Product manager can measure the usage of individual features of a product through a feature-based analytics tool.

In RQ2, the paged-based analytics and feature-based analytics solutions are compared with respect to page cluttering, feature spread and erroneous page representation by calculating precision and accuracy of feature usage measurement. First the precision and accuracy formula is used theoretically with the concept of both page-based and feature-based analytics. Then the measurement of feature usage has been done using real data (simulation results) on predefined scenarios. From the results and analysis of simulation, it has been shown that page clutter, feature spread and erroneous page representation have impact on the measurement of feature usage with respect to page-based analytics. Page cluttering, feature spread and erroneous page presentation exaggerate feature usage measurements with page-based analytics. Moreover, Page-based analytics alter feature usage measurement.

On the other hand, in feature-based analytics there is no impact of page clutter, feature spread and erroneous page representation on the measurement of feature usage. Also, Feature-based analytics does not alter feature usage measurement. As for example, in scenario1 and scenario2 (Page Clutter), there are four features in a web page. When the feature increases per web page from 0 to 4, the precision and accuracy of feature usage are remain stable. The simulation result with the real data (collected from prototype tool) presents the same result that the accuracy and precision of feature usage measurement remain stable with the increase of number of features on the web page. For other two scenarios such as feature spread and erroneous page representation, there is no impact of the feature usage measurement on feature-based analytics.

ISO describes a process for defining measures that is appropriate to the Information needs of a particular project [72]. The standard ISO/IEC 15939:2002 can be used for
software measurement. In the ISO/IEC 15939:2002, different steps described in the measurement process are shown in figure 21.

![Diagram of measurement information model ISO/IEC 15939:2002]

Figure 21: The measurement information model ISO/IEC 15939:2002, adapted from [72]

A measurement information model ISO/IEC 15939:2002 (Figure21) can be used to present a framework for the software measurement system. For accuracy and precision measurement of feature usage, simulation uses ISO/IEC 15939:2002 measurement information model. The different steps of the model are interpreted for the simulation. The measurement tables describe feature usage measurement system. Here three information need (i.e., information need for page clutter, feature spread and erroneous page representation) are utilized to validate feature usage measurement of the simulation. Feature usage measurement in case of page clutter, feature spread and erroneous page representation are presented in Table 13, Table 14 and Table15.
Table 13: Feature usage measurement system for Page Clutter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Information Need</td>
<td>What is the impact of page cluttering to measure feature usage in page-based analytics and feature-based analytics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurable Concept</td>
<td>Deviation of measurement of feature usage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entity</td>
<td>Deviation of measurement of feature usage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Attributes       | The report of feature usage  
The report of true feature usage  
The report of false feature usage                                                                 |
| Measurement Method | Number of feature usage  
Number of true feature usage  
Number of false feature usage                                                                 |
| Base Measures    | True feature usage, False feature usage                                                                                     |
| Measurement Function | Accuracy and precision law                                                                                                   |
| Derived Measure  | Accuracy and precision of feature usage measurement.                                                                            |
| Indicator        | Different values of accuracy and precision of feature usage measurement                                                      |
| Interpretation   | Impact of page clutter on feature usage measurement.                                                                             |

Table 14: Feature usage measurement system for Feature Spread

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Information Need</td>
<td>What is the impact of feature spread to measure feature usage in page-based analytics and feature-based analytics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurable Concept</td>
<td>Deviation of measurement of feature usage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entity</td>
<td>Deviation of measurement of feature usage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Attributes       | The report of feature usage  
The report of true feature usage  
The report of false feature usage                                                                 |
| Measurement Method | Number of feature usage  
Number of true feature usage  
Number of false feature usage                                                                 |
| Base Measures    | True feature usage, False feature usage                                                                                     |
| Measurement Function | Accuracy and precision law                                                                                                   |
| Derived Measure  | Accuracy and precision value of feature usage                                                                               |
Different values of accuracy and precision of feature usage measurement.

Impact of page cluttering of feature usage measurement.

| Table 15: Feature usage measurement system for Erroneous Page Representation |
|-----------------------------|---------------------------------|
| **Concept**                | **Definition**                  |
| Information Need           | What is the impact of feature spread to measure the occurrence of errors during feature usage in page-based analytics and feature-based analytics. |
| Measurable Concept         | Deviation of measurement of error occurrence during feature usage. |
| Entity                     | Deviation of measurement of error occurrence during feature usage. |
| Attributes                 | The report of error occurrence at the time of feature usage. The report of true error occurrence at the time of feature usage. The report of false error occurrence at the time of feature usage. |
| Measurement Method         | Number of error occurrences at the time of feature usage. Number of true error occurrences at the time of feature usage. Number of false error occurrences at the time of feature usage. |
| Base Measures              | True error occurrence at the time of feature usage, False error occurrence at the time of feature usage. |
| Measurement Function       | Accuracy and precision law. |
| Derived Measure            | Accuracy and precision of error occurrence measurement of feature usage. |
| Indicator                  | Different values of accuracy and precision of error occurrence measurement of feature usage. |
| Interpretation             | Impact of erroneous page representation on feature usage measurement. |

Accuracy and precision steps of feature usage measurement can be achieved using Table13, Table14 and Table15. According to the entire three tables, the measurement process answers the questions to the product manager related to the actual feature usage measurement with respect to paged-based analytics and featured-based analytic. As for example, if the page clutter is higher than accuracy and precision of feature usage measurement, it implies to the product manager which features are not exactly working as per customers’ demand.
The result of simulation can be meaningful for the product managers, tool constructors and researchers.

The implications of the simulation results for product managers are –
- Product manager would be able to measure product features usage accurately and precisely using feature-based analytics. So the result can be used to take decision about future release and roadmapping. The result can be used to also decision about the addition, extension or removal of features or services.
- Product manager would be able to detect individual features problem explicitly through implementing feature-based analytics.
- Feature-based tools can monitored features and services accurately so product manager can change from traditional software product planning system such as only stake holder opinion based to true feature or product usage based or analytics based software product planning.

The implications of the simulation results for analytics tool constructors are –
- Analytics tool constructors would be able to utilize the feature-based concept and hence, implement analytics solutions compatible with software product planning.
- Tool constructor should build analytics system which can be used to mapping product feature with web site element to track feature true usage statistics.

The implication of the simulation results for researchers is –
- Researchers would be able to use analytics to build new software product planning models that are related with software product planning.

Different studies have been carried out on how web analytics tools and page-based analytics can influence the success of web applications [36] [37] [38] [41] [43]. An experimental study has been performed to observe how the quality of service impacts on the usability or quality of experience [73]. Other studies evaluated the usability improvement of web applications before and after using analytics tools such as Google analytics. But no analytical experiment has been done on the limitation of webpage-based analytics from software engineering perspective. In this simulation the comparison between page-based analytics and feature-based analytics have been performed to find out the solution of feature usage measurement problems and also compare the conceptual results with the results collected from prototype tool (real data).

5.4 Threats to Validity

5.4.1 Conclusion Validity
The goal of the simulation is to compare the feature usage measurement accuracy and precision with the concept and from real data with respect to page-based analytics and feature-based analytics to enable decision support for software product planning. The result of the simulation i.e., page clutter and erroneous page presentation exaggerate feature usage measurements with page-based analytics, but not with feature-based analytics; may not be sufficient for every SaaS web applications to conclude as the same results. It may differ by supplementary variables e.g., business strategy.
5.4.2 Internal Validity

The results generated by the simulation may not conclusive and reflect the real life scenario. The suggested results, feature-based analytics is better than page-based analytics, cannot act as a recommendation without applying the scenarios in real life situation. So, to mitigate this threat page-based analytics and feature-based analytics tool can be used in different situation and validated the results.

5.4.3 Construct Validity

The results of the simulation are dependent on indicators and sub-indicators variable and different scenarios. The decision support for software product planning varies based on the variables as well. But in real life, the results of four scenarios may not be enough for software product planning decision-support.

5.4.4 External Validity

The results that are obtained from the prototype analytics tool may not generalize enough to use it in every industrial scenario. Additionally, all possible scenarios are not considered to compare the paged-based analytics with the featured-based analytics. So, it is limiting the resulted comparison and cannot propose a general solution regarding software product planning. The reason behind the limitation is the simulation has been performed in controlled and defined environment and on defined scenarios only.

6 Summary and Conclusions

6.1 RQ1: What is an effective way to collect analytics for software product planning?

We perform market research through searching “market share of web analytics tools” in Google search engine and select five web analytics tools that support the SaaS website tracking. We select five web analytics tools based on the highest market share and revenue growth. Then we define a method with some specific requirements to compare different web analytics tools whether they have decision-support for software product planning. Feature wise comparison is performed between selected analytics tool’s features according to the analytics tool comparison method. The method is derived based on the requirements of a software product planning supported analytics tool. According to the comparison results that performed between the selected analytics tools, no web analytics tool is found that supports the features and requirements concepts and has decision-support for software product planning. Hence, product managers are unable to use those web analytics tools for software product planning. So, the study proposes and implements a SaaS website tracking compatible prototype web analytics tool. It supports the features and requirements concepts and has decision-support for software product planning. The prototype analytics tool is a customizable and research oriented web analytics tool. It supports the SaaS website tracking and event tracking in GUI element level as well. Since the proposed analytics tool can track the websites based on events and events are mapped with features, it supports both page-based analytics and feature-
based analytics. Hence, the tool helps to provide decision-support for software product planning through the analysis of measurement of feature usage.

6.2 RQ2: How do feature-based analytics compare with page-based analytics?

Software simulation was performed to compare feature usage between page-based analytics and feature-based analytics in terms of page clutter, erroneous page presentation and feature spread. The accuracy and precision are calculated to measure the feature usage. The accuracy indicates the constancy of feature usage and the precision indicates the repeatability or reproducibility of feature usage during feature usage measurement. The study performed the simulation between a SaaS website and a software product planning supported prototype analytics tool. In the simulation, feature usage is simulated based on pre-defined scenarios. Then apply those scenarios on a SaaS website and observe the feature usage based on the perspective of the page-based analytics and the feature-based analytics. Finally, it compares real results of the simulation with the expected results based on the predefined scenarios.

6.2.1 RQ2.1: What is the impact of page cluttering on page-based analytics and feature-based analytics?

Page-based analytics measure the usage of features in general rather than an individual feature. So, if the number of features increases on the web page then the accuracy and precision measurement of feature usage decrease. On the other hand, feature-based analytics count features visit individually. So, the analysis results show that the accuracy and precision measurement of feature usage remain stable with the increase of features per web page. The simulation results show that page clutter increases with the number of features per page in page-based analytics, which is quite understandable as accuracy and precision decrease due to the increase of features per page. So, Page cluttering exaggerates feature usage measurements with page-based analytics, but not with feature-based analytics.

6.2.2 RQ2.2: What is the impact of feature spread on page-based analytics and feature-based analytics?

The accuracy and precision of feature spread for feature-based analytics and page-based analytics are measured and the simulation results show that both accuracy and precision are stable in feature-base analytics, even there are several pages contain different elements of a feature. On the contrary, as the number of web pages grows, the accuracy and precision decrease that indicates the feature spread in page based analytics alter the measurements of feature usage. So, Feature spread does not alter feature usage measurement with feature-based analytics compared with page-based analytics.

6.2.3 RQ2.3: What is the impact of erroneous page representation on page-based analytics and feature-based analytics?

The accuracy and precision of erroneous feature for feature-based analytics and page-based analytics are measured and the simulation results show that both accuracy and
precision are remain stable in feature-base analytics, even there are several features on
the web page. Contrarily, as the number of features grows, the accuracy and precision
decrease what indicates the failure of capturing the specific usage of an erroneous feature
in page-based analytics. So, Page presentation errors exaggerate feature usage
measurement with page-based analytics, but not with feature-based analytics.

6.3 Lesson Learned

The main lesson learned about the usage of analytics in software product planning is
to collect right analytics always depends on the right environment in analytics-based
approach. This is also true to facilitate decision-support for software product planning.
SaaS based analytics may not be sufficient enough to provide adequate information,
while business analytics can be a supportive factor. Moreover, page cluster and erroneous
page presentation exaggerate feature usage measurements with page-based analytics, but
not with feature-based analytics. In addition, feature spread does not alter feature usage
measurements with feature-based analytics compared with page-based analytics.

6.4 Future Work

This study has further future research opportunities in software engineering
perspective. The following future works can be performed using and enhancing our thesis
outcomes.

The study can be enhanced in future by searching and analyzing markets and
relevant research outcomes with broader literature searches such as a systematic literature
review to find out more concrete and all possible kinds of analytics and software product
planning decision making criteria.

Another enhancement of the study can be to utilize intelligence for enabling
automated decision supports to software product planning. Furthermore, the tool would
be able to track all types of SaaS applications including web and desktop rather than only
track SaaS websites.

The study can be enhanced further to validate the analytics tool by performing case
studies under the industrial environment. The real life problems of page clutter, erroneous
page presentation and feature spread can be figured out utilizing the analytics tool by
tailoring the company needs. Additionally, experiments can be performed using other
aspects rather than page clutter, feature spread and erroneous page presentation.

6.5 Conclusions

In this study the relevant analytics for measuring software usage is discussed. Then
an effective way is defined to collect the user interaction analytics and utilize them as
inputs to software product planning. The study justifies the measurement of feature usage
by utilizing the concept of accuracy i.e., stability of feature usage and precision i.e.,
repeatability or reproducibility of feature usage. The concept is validated by simulating a
software simulation to understand the impact of page clutter, feature spread and erroneous
page presentation with respect to page-based analytics and feature-based
analytics. The study discusses the relevant analytics for measuring software usage. In addition, an effective way to connect that analytics to enable decision-support for software product planning is presented. This study would act as a pioneer for researchers to understand how analytics can be utilized to measure the usage of features in software product planning. Moreover, the study would enable researchers to investigate further on the analytics for software product planning. Furthermore, product managers or product planners can utilize the simulation results for understanding the usage measurement of features. Hence, take decision in addition, extension or removal of features.
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Process of Literature Review

The purpose of the literature review was to find out research gap and related works on web analytics, software use measurement and software product planning. The literature review was completed in eight steps as suggested by Creswell [52]. In addition snowball sampling was also applied [74]. The following steps are described below -

Step 1:
In step 1, keywords were identified based on the goal of finding research gap and related works on web analytics and product planning. More keywords were identified after a preliminary study of research papers. Search strings were constructed by important keywords which included "web analytics", "software use", "software analytics", "SaaS", "Software as a Service", "product planning", "feature usage", "product management", "product plan", "product manager", "feature management", "portfolio management", "product roadmap", "roadmapping" "release planning", "decision", "decision-making", "decision making", "decision support".

Step 2:
In step 2, IEEE Xplore, Engineering Village, Google Scholar, Springer Link and ACM Digital Library were selected as search databases and search engine.

Step 3:
In step 3, the irrelevant search results were excluded using inclusion criteria. We consider journal articles, conference papers, and workshop papers as primary sources. We only considered those papers that are written in English.

Inclusion criteria’s are [75] -

- The full text of the article should be available.
- The article can be published as journals, conference papers, workshops and eBooks.
- The article can be case study, empirical study, experimental study, comparative study, literature review, systematic review, and survey or action research.
- The article will include at least one of the key words or search terms.
The article will discuss an empirical evaluation about software product planning, web analytics, SaaS, product feature, models, tools or decision support for release planning or roadmapping.

The article will be chosen if it includes general knowledge about web analytics categories, software product planning or software product planning techniques, tools, methods and supports.

The article will be chosen if it is related with the comparison among different analytics techniques or an analysis for page-based or feature-based analytics.

The article will be chosen if it is related with the evaluation or validation of software product planning or categories for collecting user interaction analytics.

Step 4:
In step 4, the primary search results were first scrutinized with respect to the relevant titles.

Step 5:
In step 5, the search results were further scrutinized through abstracts and conclusions to identify the relevant papers.

Step 6:
In step 6, the selected search results were further reviewed through reading contents, results, discussions and conclusions.

Step 7:
In step 7, the gray literatures were reviewed using the similar steps like step 4 and 5 and the resulted sources are added to existing primary search results.

Step 8:
In step 8, the criteria of software measurements were summarized.

Step 9:
Finally, snowball sampling was performed on the results that were extracted from Step 6.

Search Strings of Literature Review:
We select different search key strings that are mentioned in the literature review step1. We perform search in different databases like IEEE Xplore, Engineering village including Inspec and Compedex, Google Scholar, Springer Link and ACM Digital Library. We
also search in Google search engine and other websites to find out gray literatures that are relevant to understand software use measurements and analytics with respect to software product planning. We slightly change the search patterns for different databases in order to obtain better search results. The search results in different databases are presented below-

Table 16: Results of Literature Review

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key words</th>
<th>Database</th>
<th>Step 3</th>
<th>Step 4</th>
<th>Step 5</th>
<th>Step 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(((web analytic*) AND (use OR measurement OR experiment OR SaaS OR Software as a Service)) AND (&quot;product manager&quot; OR &quot;product planning&quot; OR &quot;product management&quot; OR &quot;feature planning&quot; OR &quot;release planning&quot; OR roadmap OR &quot;roadmapping&quot; OR &quot;portfolio management&quot; OR decision OR &quot;decision making&quot; OR &quot;decision-making&quot; OR &quot;decision support&quot;))</td>
<td>IEEE Xplore</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(&quot;web analytics&quot;) AND (&quot;Saas&quot;) OR (&quot;Software as a Service&quot;) OR (&quot;product roadmap*&quot;) OR (&quot;Product Planning&quot;) OR (&quot;decision-making&quot;) OR (&quot;software use&quot;) OR (&quot;measurement&quot;) OR (&quot;product management&quot;) OR (&quot;product plan*&quot;) OR (&quot;product manager&quot;) OR (&quot;feature&quot;) OR (&quot;feature management&quot;) OR (&quot;portfolio management&quot;) OR (&quot;roadmap*&quot;) OR (&quot;release planning&quot;) OR (&quot;decision&quot;) OR (&quot;decision making&quot;))</td>
<td>Engineering Village</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search Query</td>
<td>Google Scholar</td>
<td>Springer Link</td>
<td>ACM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(&quot;web analytics&quot; AND (&quot;SaaS&quot;) OR (&quot;Software as a Service&quot;) OR (&quot;product roadmap&quot;) OR (&quot;Product Planning&quot;) OR (&quot;decision-making&quot;) OR (&quot;software use&quot;) OR (&quot;measurement&quot;) OR (&quot;product management&quot;) OR (&quot;product plan&quot;) OR (&quot;product manager&quot;) OR (&quot;feature management&quot;) OR (&quot;portfolio management&quot;) OR (&quot;roadmap&quot;) OR (&quot;release planning&quot;) OR (&quot;decision&quot;) OR (&quot;decision making&quot;)))</td>
<td>1420 70 35 10</td>
<td>175 28 7 3</td>
<td>148 39 12 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Definition of Analytics Indicators and Sub-indicators

Table 17: Definition of Feature Metrics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature Metrics (Indicators &amp; Sub-indicators)</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Usage</strong></td>
<td>The use of features by visitors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visit count</td>
<td>The number of visits on a particular feature of the SaaS website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unique visitor</td>
<td>The number of unique visitors on a particular feature of the SaaS website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New unique visitor</td>
<td>The number of new unique visitors on a particular feature of the SaaS website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Returning visitor</td>
<td>The number of returning visitors on a particular feature of the SaaS website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visitor location</td>
<td>The location of unique visitors, new unique visitors or returning unique visitors while visiting a particular feature of the SaaS website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visit time</td>
<td>The access time of unique visitors, new unique visitors or returning unique visitors while visiting a particular feature of the SaaS website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average bounce rate</td>
<td>The percentage of single feature view visits by visitors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Reliability**                              | The safety and failure frequency of features to visitors |
| Down rate                                    | The avg. number of times, a particular feature of the SaaS website, unavailable to provide service to visitors during feature usage |
| Error rate                                    | The avg. number of times, a particular feature of the SaaS website, fail with error code (e.g., 404, 408 etc.) and unable to provide service to visitors during feature usage |

| **Performance**                              | The successful and efficient service response of features to visitors |
| Service response time                        | The response time in millisecond it takes to serve a particular feature usage of the SaaS website to visitors |
| Throughput                                   | The avg. response time in millisecond it takes to serve a particular feature usage of the SaaS website to visitors |
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Different features of the Analytics Tool

---

**Analytics Tool**

---

**::DashBoard::STATISTICS OF APP**

- Feature Tree
- Indicator & sub-Indicator
- Statistics & Graphs

**::DashBoard::MANAGEMENT OF APP**

- Manage Feature
- Manage Requirement
- Manage GUI Element
- Manage Indicator
- Manage SubIndicator

**::DashBoard::MANAGEMENT OF SITE CONFIGURATION**

- Set Admin Status

An opensource software product planning supported analytics tool (prototype)

BTH M.Sc. Thesis Software Experiment Tool

Figure 22: Dashboard of the Prototype Analytics Tool
Figure 23: Create new Indicators in the Analytics Tool

Figure 24: Manage Indicators in Analytics Tool
Figure 25: Create sub-Indicators in the Analytics Tool

Figure 26: Manage sub-Indicators in the Analytics Tool
Figure 27: Create new Features in the Analytics Tool

Figure 28: Manage Features in the Analytics Tool
Figure 29: Create new Requirements in the Analytics Tool

Figure 30: Manage Requirements in the Analytics Tool
Figure 31: Map Requirements with GUI elements in the Analytics Tool

Map Graphical User Interface Element with Requirements!

Select Requirement: Anforderungen My Profile
Gui Element Name: http://localhost:8080/profiles

MAP GUI Element

Close
Figure 32: Compare Features Analytics in the Analytics Tool

Figure 33: Set Admin Configurations in the Analytics Tool
Appendix D
Track Feature usage of a SaaS website by the prototype Analytics Tool

Figure 34: Defined Features and Requirements of the SaaS Website
Figure 35: Create Feature (Click on ‘Manage Feature’, then ‘Add Feature’ and then enter Feature Info)
::Dashboard:: MANAGEMENT OF APP

- Manage Feature
- Manage Requirement
- Manage GUI Element
- Manage Indicator
- Manage SubIndicator

::Dashboard:: Manage Requirement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Id</th>
<th>FeatureId</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Add blog post</td>
<td>Requirement1 of Feature1: Add a new blog post</td>
<td>Modify</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Add Requirement
Home

Add New Requirement

The time on the server is den 6 april 2013 20:35:53 CEST.

Select Feature: Feature2: Events
Requirement Name: Add an event
Requirement Description: Requirement1 of Feature2: Add a new Event

Add Requirement

Figure 36: Create Requirement (Click on ‘Manage Requirement’, then ‘Add Requirement’ and then enter Requirement Info)
Update Admin Status

The time on the server is den 6 april 2013 20:42:05 CEST.

Admin Status: [Active]

Update Admin Status

Home

Figure 37: Set Admin Status as Active (Click on ‘Set Admin Status’ and select Active)
Figure 38: Map the GUI element of the SaaS webpage with created Requirement of Analytics Tool to track feature (Click on ‘Add an event’ on the SaaS webpage, then select Requirement from pop-up window and press ‘MAP GUI Element’ button to map)
Figure 39: Compare feature usage by interactive graphs (Select Features, sub-Indicators, To-From Date & Graph Type to generate graph)
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The usage pattern (one click feature usage) based on the predefined scenarios capture the following outcome in analytics tool.

Page Clutter (Scenario1):
Figure 40: Scenario 1 in Page-based Analytics: Web Page (P1), Feature1 (F1), Feature2 (F2), Feature3 (F3) and Feature4 (F4)
Figure 41: Scenario1 in Feature-based Analytics: Web Page (P1), Feature1 (F1), Feature2 (F2), Feature3 (F3) and Feature4 (F4)
Page Clutter (Scenario2):
Figure 42: Scenario 2 in Page-based Analytics: Web Page (P1), Feature1 (F1), Feature2 (F2), Feature3 (F3) and Feature4 (F4)
Figure 43: Scenario 2 in Feature-based Analytics: Web Page (P1), Feature 1 (F1), Feature 2 (F2), Feature 3 (F3) and Feature 4 (F4)
Feature Spread (Scenario3):

**Feature Tree 1:**
- Product
  - Web Page 1 (E1)
  - Web Page 2 (E2)
  - Web Page 3 (E3)
  - Web Page 4 (E4)
  - Web Page 5 (E5)
  - Web Page 6 (E6)

**Feature Tree 2:**
- Product
  - Web Page 1 (E1)
  - Web Page 2 (E2)
  - Web Page 3 (E3)
  - Web Page 4 (E4)
  - Web Page 5 (E5)
  - Web Page 6 (E6)

**Graph 1:**
- Usability: Visit Count, Unique Visitor, New Unique Visitor, Returning Visitor, Visitor Location, Visit Time, Average Bounce Rate
- Reliability: Down Rate, Error Rate
- Performance: Average Service Response Time, Throughput
- Select Graph Type: Line Chart, Pie Chart
- From 4/17/2013 To 4/20/2013
- Visit Count: 17 Apr 2013

**Graph 2:**
- Usability: Visit Count, Unique Visitor, New Unique Visitor, Returning Visitor, Visitor Location, Visit Time, Average Bounce Rate
- Reliability: Down Rate, Error Rate
- Performance: Average Service Response Time, Throughput
- Select Graph Type: Line Chart, Pie Chart
- From 4/17/2013 To 4/20/2013
- Visit Count: 17 Apr 2013

**Graph 3:**
- Usability: Visit Count, Unique Visitor, New Unique Visitor, Returning Visitor, Visitor Location, Visit Time, Average Bounce Rate
- Reliability: Down Rate, Error Rate
- Performance: Average Service Response Time, Throughput
- Select Graph Type: Line Chart, Pie Chart
- From 4/17/2013 To 4/20/2013
- Visit Count: 17 Apr 2013

**Graph 4:**
- Usability: Visit Count, Unique Visitor, New Unique Visitor, Returning Visitor, Visitor Location, Visit Time, Average Bounce Rate
- Reliability: Down Rate, Error Rate
- Performance: Average Service Response Time, Throughput
- Select Graph Type: Line Chart, Pie Chart
- From 4/17/2013 To 4/20/2013
- Visit Count: 17 Apr 2013
Figure 44: Scenario3 in Page-based Analytics: Web Page1 (P1), Web Page2 (P2), Web Page3 (P3), Web Page4 (P4), Web Page1 Feature1 (F1.E1), Web Page2 Feature1 (F1.E2), Web Page3 Feature1 (F1.E3) and Web Page4 Feature1 (F1.E4)
Figure 45: Scenario 3 in Feature-based Analytics: Web Page 1 (P1), Web Page 2 (P2), Web Page 3 (P3), Web Page 4 (P4), Web Page 1 Feature 1 (F1.E1), Web Page 2 Feature 1 (F1.E2), Web Page 3 Feature 1 (F1.E3) and Web Page 4 Feature 1 (F1.E4)
Figure 46: Scenario 4 in Page-based Analytics: Web Page (P1), Feature1 (F1), Feature2 (F2), Feature3 (F3) and Feature4 (F4)
Figure 47: Scenario 4 in Feature-based Analytics: Web Page (P1), Feature 1 (F1), Feature 2 (F2), Feature 3 (F3) and Feature 4 (F4)